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Techniques of the Observer

JONATHAN

CRARY

Near the opening of Goethe's Color Theory(1810) we findthe following
account:
Let a room be made as dark as possible; let therebe a circularopening
in the window shutterabout three inches in diameter,which may be
closed or not at pleasure. The sun being sufferedto shinethroughthis
on a whitesurface,let the spectatorfromsome littledistance fixhis
eyes on this brightcircle thus admitted.'
Goethe, followinga long establishedpractice,has made a camera obscura the site
of his optical studies.The dark room, of course, had been a crucialfeatureof the
experimentsdetailed by Newton in his Opticks(1704), where it establishedcategorical relationsbetween interiorand exterior,between lightsource, aperture,
and screen, and between observer and representation.And as the work of
Descartes, Leibniz, Locke, and others attests,the significanceof the camera
obscura wentwell beyondthe domain of naturalscience. For nearlytwo hundred
years the camera stood as a sovereignmetaphorfor describingthe statusof an
observer and as a model, in both rationalistand empiricistthought,of how
observationleads to truthfulinferencesabout the world.2
But as Goethe continues his recitation,he abruptlyand stunninglyabandons the order of the camera obscura:
The holebeingthenclosed[Man schliessedarauf die Offnung],let him
look towardsthe darkestpart of the room; a circularimage will now
1.
Johann Wolfgangvon Goethe, Theoryof Colours,trans. Charles Eastlake, Cambridge, Mass.,
MIT Press, 1970, pp. 16- 17; Gedenkausgabeder Werke,Briefe,und Gesprdche,ed. Ernst Beutler,
Zurich, 1949, vol. 16, pp. 35-36.
The presentessay is adapted froma book forthcomingfromthe MIT Press on the makingof
2.
the observer in the nineteenthcenturyin which I discuss the paradigm of the camera obscura at
length. I argue that the camera obscura must be understood as part of a larger organization of
representation,cognition,and subjectivityin the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies(common to
all of Europe, notjust the Northas some have suggested)whichis fundamentallydiscontinuouswith
a nineteenth-century
observer.Thus I contend thatthe camera obscura and photography,as historical objects,are radicallydissimilar.See my"Modernizing Vision," in Visionand Visuality:
Discussionin
Culture,ed. Hal Foster, Seattle, Bay Press, 1988.
Contemporary
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be seen to float before him. The middle of the circle will appear
bright,colorless,or somewhatyellow,but the border willappear red.
Aftera time this red, increasingtowardsthe centre,covers the
whole circle,and at last the brightcentralpoint. No sooner,however,
is the whole circle red than the edge begins to be blue, and the blue
graduallyencroaches inwardson the red. When the whole is blue the
edge becomes dark and colorless. The darker edge again slowlyencroaches on the blue tillthe whole circle appears colorless.3
Goethe's instructionto seal the hole announcesa disorderingand negationof the
camera obscura as both an optical systemand epistemologicalprinciple. The
closingoffof the opening dissolvesthe distinctionbetweeninnerand outer space
on which the veryfunctioningof the camera (as paradigm and apparatus) depended. But it is now not simplya question of an observer repositionedin a
sealed interiorto view its particularcontents;the optical experience described
here by Goethe presentsa notion of visionwhichthe classicalmodel was incapable of encompassing.
The colored circlesthatseem to float,undulate,and undergoa sequence of
chromatictransformations
have no correlativeeitherwithinor withoutthe dark
room; as Goethe explains at length,theyare "physiologicalcolors" belonging
entirelyto the body of the observer,and theyare "the necessaryconditionsof
vision."
Let the observerlook steadfastly
on a smallcolored object and let it be
takenaway aftera timewhilehis eyes remainunmoved; the spectrum
of another color will then be visibleon the whiteplane . . . it arises
froman image which now belongsto theeye.4
The corporal subjectivity
of the observer,whichwas a prioriexcluded from
the camera obscura, suddenlybecomes the site on whichan observeris possible.
The human body, in all its contingencyand specificity,
generates"the spectrum
of another color," and thus becomes the active producer of optical experience.
The ramificationsof Goethe's color theoryare manifoldand have littleto
do withthe empirical"truth" of his assertionsor the "scientific"characterof his
experiments.Contained withinthe unsystematizedaccumulation of statements
and findingsis a keydelineationof subjectivevision,a post-Kantiannotionthatis
both a product and constituentof modernity.What is crucial about Goethe's
account of subjectivevisionis the inseparabilityof two models usuallypresented
as distinctand irreconcilable:a physiologicalsubject who will be described in
3.
Goethe, TheoryofColours,p. 17. (Emphasisadded.)
4.
Ibid., p. 21. (Emphasis added.) See Ernst Cassirer,Rousseau,Kant, and Goethe,trans.James
Gutmann,Princeton,PrincetonUniversityPress,1945, pp. 81 -82: In his color theoryGoethe aimed
"to include nothingbut the world of the eye, whichcontainsonly formand color."
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increasingdetail by the empirical sciences in the nineteenthcentury,and an
observerposited by various "romanticisms"and earlymodernismsas the active,
autonomous producer of his or her own content. This essay seeks to describe
some of the featuresof thisnew kind of observerand to suggesthow his or her
formationin the nineteenthcenturywas immanentto the elaboration of new
empiricalknowledgeof vision and techniques of the visible.
Clearly Kant's "Copernican revolution" (Drehung)of the spectator,proposed in the prefaceto the second editionof the CritiqueofPure Reason(1787), is
a definitivesign of a new organizationand positioningof the subject. For Kant,
continuingthe use of optical figures,it is "a change in point of view," such that
"our representationof things,as theyare given,does not conformto thesethings
as theyare in themselves,but that these objects as appearances, conformto our
mode of representation."5William Blake put it more simply:"As the eye, such
the object."6 Michel Foucault makes clear that vision in the classical era was
preciselythe opposite of Kant's subject-centeredepistemology,thatit was thena
formof immediateknowing,"a perceptibleknowledge." For example:
Natural history[in the eighteenthcentury]is nothingmore than the
and thatair of
nominationof the visible.Hence itsapparentsimplicity,
naivete it has from a distance, so simple does it appear and so obviouslyimposedbythethingsthemselves.7
In the aftermathof Kant's workthereis an irreversiblecloudingover of the
Vision, ratherthan a privilegedformof
transparencyof the subject-as-observer.
of
becomes
itself
an
object knowledge,of observation.From the beginknowing,
of
the
nineteenth
ning
centurya science of visionwill tend to mean increasingly
an interrogationof the makeup of the human subject, rather than of the mechanicsof lightand optical transmission.It is a momentwhen the visibleescapes
fromthe timelessincorporealorder of the camera obscura and becomes lodged
in another apparatus, within the unstable physiologyand temporalityof the
human body.
When Goethe's experimentsrepeatedlycall foreithera darkened room or,
the closed eye, he is not simplyprivilegingan experiperhaps more significantly,
ence of being severedfromcontactwithan externalworld.On the one hand he is
indicatinghis convictionthatcolor is alwaysthe productof an admixtureof light
and shadow: "Color itselfis a degree of darkness;hence Kircheris perfectlyright
in calling it lumenopacatum."8 On the other hand he is also posing conditionsin
5.
Immanuel Kant, CritiqueofPure Reason,trans.Norman Kemp Smith,New York, St. Martin's
Press, 1965, pp. 24-25.
6.
William Blake, "Annotations to Reynolds" [c. 1808], in CompleteWritings,ed. Geoffrey
Keynes,Oxford, Oxford UniversityPress, 1972, p. 456.
7.
Michel Foucault, The OrderofThings,New York, Pantheon, 1970, p. 132. (Emphasisadded.)
8.
"Die Farbe selbstis ein Schattiges;deswegen Kirchervolkommenrechthat, sie Lumenopaca-
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which the inescapable physiologicalcomponentsof vision can be artificially
isolated and made observable by themselves.For Goethe, and for Schopenhauer
soon after,visionis alwaysan irreduciblecomplex of elementsbelongingto the
observer's body and of external data. Thus the kind of separation between
interiorrepresentationand exterior realityimplicitin the camera obscura becomes in Goethe's worka single surfaceof affecton whichinteriorand exterior
have fewof theirformermeaningsand positions.Color, as the primaryobject of
vision,is now atopic, cut fromany spatial referent.
Goethe insistentlycites experiences in which the subjective contents of
visionare dissociatedfroman objectiveworld,in whichthe body itselfproduces
phenomena that have no external correlate. Notions of correspondence, of
reflectionon which classical optics and theories of knowledge were based, although retained elsewhere by Goethe, have lost their centralityand necessity.
The prioritypreviouslyaccorded to Lockean primaryqualities over secondary
ones becomes inverted.Perhaps mostimportantis his designationof opacityas a
crucial and productivecomponent of vision. If discourses of the visible in the
seventeenthand eighteenthcenturiesrepressedand concealed whateverthreatened the transparenceof an opticalsystem,Goethe signalsa reversal,and instead
poses the opacityof the observeras the necessaryconditionforthe appearance of
phenomena.9Pure lightand pure transparenceare now beyond the limitsof the
visible.'o

The articulationof subjectivevisionin the earlynineteenthcenturyis part
of a shiftwhich Foucault calls "the thresholdof our modernity."When the
camera obscura was the dominant model of observationit was as "a form of
representationwhichmade knowledgein generalpossible." But at the beginning
of the nineteenthcentury
the site of analysis is no longer representationbut man in his finitude. . . . [It was found] that knowledge has anatomo-physiological
conditions,that it is formed gradually withinthe structuresof the
body, that it may have a privilegedplace withinit, but that its forms
cannot be dissociated from its peculiar functioning;in short, that
there is a nature of human knowledgethat determinesits formsand
that at the same time can be manifestto it in its own empirical
contents."1
tumzu nennen" (Goethe, Gedenkausgabe,
p. 45). The referenceto AthanasiusKircher(1602-1680),
theJesuitturnedmagic-lanternshowman,recallsa counter-useof classicaloptical systems.Kircher's
career as a conjurer was based on the subversionand makingopaque of the "transparency"of the
camera obscura and other optical instruments.
The thematicof repressionis central to Jean-FranCoisLyotard's discussion of Renaissance
9.
representationin Discours,Figure,Paris, Klincksieck,1978, esp. pp. 163-189.
10. This point is made in Elaine Escoubas, "L'Oeil du teinturier,"Critique,vol. 37, no. 418
(March 1982), pp. 231-242.
11.
Foucault, The Orderof Things,p. 319.
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of both the subjectiveand the physiologicalin perception
Goethe's affirmation
in
is
a wide range of well-knownphilosophical,scientific,and
echoed
obviously
literarydevelopments.One less familiarbut significantparallel is the contemporarywork of Maine de Biran. During the firstdecade of the century,the latter
outlined a science of the sens intimein an attemptto understand more accuratelythe nature of inwardexperience. But in seekingto grasp the densityand
the immediacyof the sensintimeMaine de Biran began to blur the identityof the
to
veryinwardnessthatwas his originalobject. He employedthe termcoenesthhse
describe "one's immediateawarenessof the presence of the body in perception"
and "the simultaneity
of a compositeof impressionsinheringin different
partsof
the organism."" Visual perception,forexample, is inseparablefromthe muscular movementsof the eye and the physical effortinvolved in focusingon an
object. In a completereversalof the classicalmodel of the apparatusas a neutral
device of pure transmission,the viewer'ssensoryequipment now is inextricably
mixed withwhateverobject it beholds. Seven yearsbeforeGoethe publishedthe
Farbenlehre,Maine de Biran discussed how perceptionof color was determined
by the body's tendencyto fatigue(by a physiologicalmodulationover time)and
that the very process of becoming tired was in fact perception.'" For both of
them,the absolute values accorded to color by Newtoniantheoryare displaced
by an insistenceon color's transientunfoldingwithinthe human subject.
Maine de Biran unravelsthe assumptionsof Condillac and othersabout the
compositionof perception. Condillac's notion of sensation as a simple unit, a
building block out of which clear perceptions were assembled, is no longer
adequate to a new multilayeredand temporallydispersed perception which
Maine de Biran details,makingimpossible"a soul reduced to pure receptivity."
For both Goethe and Maine de Biran,subjectiveobservationis not the inspection
of an innerspace or a theaterof representations.Instead, observationis increasinglyexteriorized;the viewingbody and its objects begin to constitutea single
field on which inside and outside are confounded. Perhaps most importantly,
both observerand whathe sees are subject to the same modes of empiricalstudy.
For Georges Canguilhem,the reorganizationof human knowledgeat the beginning of the nineteenthcenturysignals an end to the idea of a qualitatively
differenthuman order, and he citesthe major discoveryby Maine de Biran that

Maine de Biran, Considerations
sur lesprincipesd'une divisiondesfaitspsychologiques
12.
etphysiologiques,in OeuvresdesMaine de Biran, vol. 13, ed. P. Tisserand, Paris, Presses Universitairesde France,
du corps:essaysur
1949, p. 180. An importantstudyis Michel Henry,Philosophieet phenome'nologie
biranienne,Paris, Presses Universitairesde France, 1965.
l'ontologie
13.
Maine de Biran, Influencede l'habitudesur la facultede penser[1803], ed. P. Tisserand, Paris,
1953, pp. 56-60: "When the eye fixes itselfon a single color, for a certain lengthof time, in its
mannerof becoming fatiguedthere followsa mixed formof thiscolor and several others,and over
time the original color will no longer be contained in thisnew mixture."
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since "the soul is necessarily incarnated there is no psychology without
biology."14
The models of subjective vision outlined by Goethe and Schopenhauer
in the physiologicalopticsof Helmholtzin the
(whichwere broughtto fulfillment
seen
also
must
be
1860s),
against the profound changes which took place in
theoriesof the natureof light.The shiftfromemissionand corpusculartheories
to undulatoryor wave motion explanationshave a major significancefor ninecultureas a whole.'5 The wave theoryof lightmade obsolete any
teenth-century
notion of a rectilinearpropagation of light rays on which classical optics was
based and, in part, the science of perspective.All the modes of representation
derived from Renaissance and later models of perspectiveno longer had the
associated withperspectival
legitimationof a science of optics.The verisimilitude
constructionobviouslypersistedinto the nineteenthcentury,but it was severed
fromthe scientificbase thathad once authorized it,and it could no longer have
the same meanings it had when either Aristotelianor Newtonian optics held
sway.Dominant theoriesof vision,whetherof Alberti,Kepler, or Newton (Huygens is the obvious exception),all described in theirown fashionhow a beam of
isolated lightraystraversedan optical system,witheach ray takingthe shortest
possible route to reach its destination.16 The camera obscura is inextricably
wedded to thispoint-to-point
epistemologicalsetup. At the same time it mustbe
stressedhow deeply theologicalwas the notion thatlightwas radiant(composed
of rays)and emanative.
The work of AugustinJean Fresnel has come to stand for the paradigm
shift.17By 1821 Fresnel had concluded that the vibrationsof which lightconwhich led him and those who followed to build
sisted were entirelytransverse,
mechanical models of an ether which transmittedsuch tranversewaves rather
than longitudinalraysor waves. Fresnel's workparticipatesin the destructionof
classical mechanicsand the eventual dominance of modern physics.What had
been a discretedomain of opticsin the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturiesnow
became merged withthe studyof other physicalphenomena,i.e., electricityand
magnetism.Above all it is a momentwhen lightloses its ontological privilege;
14.
Georges Canguilhem, "Qu'est-ce que la psychologie,"Etudes d'histoireet de philosophiedes
sciences,Paris, Librarie philosophique deJ. Vrin, 1968, pp. 374-375.
15. See P. M. Harman, Energy,Force,and Matter:The ConceptualDevelopment
ofNineteenth-Century
Physics,Cambridge, Cambridge UniversityPress, 1982, pp. 19-26; and Thomas S. Kuhn, The
Structure
2nd ed., Chicago, Universityof Chicago Press, 1970, pp. 73-74.
Revolutions,
ofScientific
16. See, for example, David C. Lindberg, Theoriesof VisionfromAl-Kindi to Kepler, Chicago,
Universityof Chicago Press, 1976; and Gerard Simon, Le regard,I'etreetl'apparencedans l'optiquede
l'antiquiteParis, Seuil, 1988.
17. See Edward Frankel, "Corpuscular Optics and the Wave Theory of Light: the Science and
Politicsof a Revolutionin Physics,"Social StudiesofScience,vol. 6, 1976, pp. 141 - 184; G. N. Cantor,
OpticsAfterNewton,Manchester,ManchesterUniversityPress, 1983, esp. pp. 150-159; and R. H.
Silliman, "Fresnel and the Emergence of Physicsas a Discipline," HistoricalStudiesin thePhysical
Sciences,vol. 4, 1974, pp. 137-162.
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and during the nineteenthcenturythe veryidentityof lightas an independent
entitybecame increasinglyproblematic.Goethe's color theory,withits proposal
of a qualitativedifferencebetween lightand color, had implicitlysuggestedsuch
developments.More importantlyhere, however,as lightbegan to be seen as an
electromagneticphenomenon, it had less and less to do with the realm of the
visibleand withthe descriptionof human vision. So it is at this momentin the
early nineteenthcentury,when physicaloptics (the studyof lightand the forms
of itspropagation)mergeswithphysics,thatphysiologicaloptics(the studyof the
eye and its sensorycapacities) comes to dominate the studyof vision.

The retinalafterimageis perhaps the most importantoptical phenomenon
discussedby Goethe in his chapteron "PhysiologicalColors" in his ColorTheory.
Though preceded by othersin the late eighteenthcentury,his treatmentof the
topic was by far the most thorough up to that moment.'8 Subjective visual
phenomena such as afterimageshad been recorded since antiquity,but only as
eventsoutside the domain of optics,and theywere relegated to the categoryof
the "spectral" or mere appearance. But in the earlynineteenthcentury,particularlywithGoethe, such experiencesattainthe statusof optical "truth." They are
no longer deceptions that obscure a "true" perception; rather they begin to
constitutean irreduciblecomponentof human vision.For Goethe and the physiologistswho followedhim there was no such thingas optical illusion: whatever
the healthycorporal eye experienced was in factoptical truth.
The implicationsof the new "objectivity"accorded to subjectivephenomena are several. First,the privilegingof the afterimageallowed the thoughtof
sensoryperceptioncut fromany necessarylink withan external referent.The
afterimage- the presence of sensation in the absence of a stimulus- and its
subsequent modulations posed a theoretical and empirical demonstrationof
autonomous vision,of an opticalexperiencethatwas produced byand withinthe
subject. Secondly, and equally crucial for the rest of the nineteenthcentury,is
the introductionof temporalityas an inescapable component of observation.'9
Most of the phenomena described by Goethe in the Color Theoryinvolve an
unfoldingover time: "the edge begins to be blue . . . the blue graduallyencroaches inward . . . the image then becomes graduallyfainter."20The virtual
18.
Goethe identifiessome of these earlier researchers,including Robert W. Darwin (17661848), the fatherof Charles, and the French naturalistBuffon(1707-1788). See TheoryofColours,
New York, Appleton-Centurypp. 1- 2. See also E. G. Boring,A HistoryofExperimental
Psychology,
Crofts,1950, pp. 102-104.
19.
science suggested "the idea of a realitywhichendures inwardly,whichis
Nineteenth-century
duration itself" (Henri Bergson, CreativeEvolution,trans. Arthur Mitchell, New York, Random
House, 1944, p. 395).
20.
Goethe, TheoryofColours,pp. 16- 17.
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of optical transmission(whetherintromissionor extromission)was
instantaneity
an unquestioned foundationof classical optics and theoriesof perceptionfrom
Aristotleto Locke. And the simultaneityof the camera obscura image withits
exteriorobject was never questioned.21 But as observationis increasinglytied to
the body in the earlynineteenthcentury,temporalityand visionbecome inseparable. The shiftingprocesses of one's own subjectivityexperienced in time
became synonymouswiththe act of seeing, dissolvingthe Cartesian ideal of an
observercompletelyfocused on an object.
But the problemof the afterimageand the temporalityof subjectivevision
is lodged withinlargerepistemologicalissues in the nineteenthcentury.On one
hand the attentiongiven to the afterimageby Goethe and othersparallels contemporaryphilosophical discourses (such as Maine de Biran) which describe
perception and cognition as essentiallytemporal processes dependent upon a
dynamicamalgamationof past and present.In the preface to his Phenomenology
(1807), Hegel makes a sweepingrepudiationof Lockean perceptionand situates
perceptionwithinan unfoldingthat is temporaland historical.While attacking
the apparentcertaintyof sense perception,Hegel implicitlyrefutesthe model of
the camera obscura. "It mustbe pointed out thattruthis not like stamped coin
issued ready from the mint, and so can be taken up and used."22Although
referringto the Lockean notion of ideas "imprinting"themselveson passive
minds,Hegel's remarkhas a precociousapplicabilityto photography,which,like
coinage, offeredanother mechanicallyand mass-produced form of "truth."
Hegel's dynamic,dialecticalaccount of perception,in whichappearance negates
itself to become something other, finds an echo in Goethe's discussion of
afterimages:
The eye cannot fora momentremainin a particularstatedetermined
by the object it looks upon. On the contrary,it is forced to a sort of
opposition,which,in contrastingextremewithextreme,intermediate
degree with intermediatedegree, at the same time combines these
opposite impressions,and thus ever tends to be whole, whetherthe
impressionsare successive or simultaneous and confined to one
image.2s
Goethe and Hegel, each in his own way, pose observation as the play and
interactionof forces and relations, rather than as the orderly contiguityof
discretestable sensationsconceived by Locke or Condillac.24

of perceptionsee, for example, Lindberg, TheoriesofVision,pp. 93-94.
On the instantaneity
21.
G. W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology
22.
ofMind, trans.J. B. Baillie, New York, Harper and Row,
1967, p. 98.
23.
Goethe, TheoryofColours,p. s3.
It should be noted, however,that Hegel, in an 1807 letterto Schelling,criticizedGoethe's
24.
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Other writersin the firstdecade also began to delineate perception as a
continuous process, a flux of temporallydispersed contents. The physicist
to
Andre-MarieAmpere in his epistemologicalwritingsused the termconcretion
describe how any perception always blends with a preceding or remembered
perception. The words melangeand fusion occur frequentlyin his attack on
classical notions of "pure" isolated sensations. Perception, as he wrote to his
successives.
friendMaine de Biran, was fundamentally"une suitede differences
"25
The dynamicsof the afterimageare also impliedin the workofJohannFriedrich
Herbart,who undertookone of the earliestattemptsto quantifythe movement
of cognitiveexperience. Although his ostensible aim was to demonstrateand
preserveKant's notionof the unityof the mind,Herbart'sformulationof mathematicallaws governingmentalexperience in factmake him "a spiritualfatherof
stimulus-response
psychology.'"26 If Kant gave a positiveaccount of the mind's
for
capacity
synthesizingand orderingexperience, Herbart (Kant's successorat
Konigsberg) detailed how the subject wards offand preventsinternalincoherence and disorganization.Consciousness, for Herbart, begins as a stream of
potentiallychaotic input fromwithout.Ideas of thingsand events in the world
were never copies of externalrealitybut ratherthe outcome of an interactional
underwentoperationsof
process withinthe subject in whichideas (Vorstellungen)
withother previousor
fusion,fading,inhibition,and blending(Verschmelzungen)
ideas
or
The
mind does not reflect
simultaneouslyoccurring
"presentations."
truthbut ratherextractsit froman ongoing process involvingthe collisionand
mergingof ideas.
Let a series a, b, c, d, be given by perception; then, from the first
movementof the perceptionand during its continuance,a is exposed
to an arrest from other concepts already in consciousness. In the
meantime,a, already partiallysunken in consciousness,became more
and more obscured when b came to it. This b at firstunobscured,
blended withthe sinkinga; then followedc, which itselfunobscured,
fused with b, which was becoming obscured. Similarlyfollowedd, to
become fused witha, b, and c, in differentdegrees. From thisarises a
law foreach of these concepts. . . . It is veryimportantto determine
by calculation the degree of strengthwhicha concept mustattain in
color theoryfor being "restrictedcompletelyto the empirical" (Briefevon und an Hegel, vol. 1, ed.
Karl Hegel, Leipzig, 1884, p. 94, cited in Karl L6with, FromHegel to Nietzsche:The Revolutionin
Nineteenth-Century
Thought,trans. David E. Green, New York, Holt, Rinehartand Winston, 1964,
p. 13).
ed.
25.
Andre-MarieAmpere, "Lettre a Maine de Biran" [1809], in Philosophiedes Deux Amperes,
Paris, Didier, 1866, p. 236.
J. Barthelemy-Saint-Hilaire,
26.
Benjamin B. Wolman, "The HistoricalRole ofJohann FriedrichHerbart," in HistoricalRoots
ed. Benjamin B. Wolman, New York, Harper and Row, 1968, p. 33. See
Psychology,
ofContemporary
also David E. Leary, "The Historical Foundations of Herbart's Mathematizationof Psychology,"
JournaloftheHistoryoftheBehavioralSciences,vol. 16 (1980), pp. 150- 163.

1823.
Jan Purkinje.Afterimages.
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order to be able to stand beside two or more strongerones exactlyon
the thresholdof consciousness.27
All the processes of blending and opposition that Goethe described phenomeequations
nallyin termsof the afterimageare forHerbart statablein differential
and theorems.He specificallydiscussescolor perceptionto describe the mental
mechanismsof opposition and inhibition.28Once the operations of cognition
become fundamentallymeasurable in terms of duration and intensity,it is
therebyrendered both predictableand controllable.AlthoughHerbart was philosophicallyopposed to empiricalexperimentationor any physiologicalresearch,
his convolutedattemptsto mathematizeperceptionwere importantforthe later
quantitativesensorywork of Johannes Mfiller,Gustav Fechner, Ernst Weber,
and WilhelmWundt. He was one of the firstto recognize the potentialcrisisof
and to promeaningand representationimpliedby an autonomous subjectivity,
was
and
control.
Herbart
a
framework
for
its
disciplining
attempting
clearly
pose
but he nonetheless prepared the ground for ata quantificationof cognition,
temptsto measure the magnitudeof sensations,and such measurementsrequired
sensoryexperience thatwas durational.The afterimagewas to become a crucial
means by which observation could be quantified,by which the intensityand
duration of retinalstimulationcould be measured.
Also it is importantto remember that Herbart's work was not simply
abstract epistemologicalspeculation, but was directlytied to his pedagogical
theories,whichwere influentialin Germanyand elsewherein Europe duringthe
Herbart believed thathis quantificationof psychologimid-nineteenth
century.29
cal processes held the possibilityfor controllingand determiningthe sequential
inputof ideas into young minds,and in particularhad the potentialof instilling
disciplinaryand moral ideas. Obedience and attentivenesswere centralgoals of
Herbart's pedagogy. Justas new formsof factoryproduction demanded more
precise knowledge of a worker's attention span, so the management of the
classroom,another disciplinaryinstitution,demanded similarinformation."sIn
both cases the subject in question was measurable and regulated in time.
By the 1820s the quantitativestudyof afterimageswas occurringin a wide
range of scientificresearchthroughoutEurope. Workingin Germany,the Czech
Jan Purkinje continued Goethe's work on the persistenceand modulation of
27. JohannFriedrichHerbart,A Textbook
in Psychology:
An Attempt
toFound theScienceofPsychology
on Experience,Metaphysics,
and Mathematics,trans. Margaret Smith, New York, Appleton, 1891,
pp. 21 - 22.
See Johann FriedrichHerbart,Psychologie
28.
als Wissenschaft,
vol. 1, K6nigsberg,August Unzer,
1824, pp. 222-224.
For Herbart's theories of education, see Harold B. Dunkel, Herbart and Herbartism:An
29.
EducationalGhostStory,Chicago, Universityof Chicago Press, 1970, esp. pp. 63-96.
30.
See Nikolas Rose, "The PsychologicalComplex: Mental Measurementand Social Administrano. 5 (Spring 1979), pp. 5-70; and Didier Deleule and FranCois
tion," Ideologyand Consciousness,
Guery,Le corpsproductifParis, Mame, 1973, pp. 72-89.
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afterimages:how long theylasted, what changes theywent through,and under
what conditions.s3His empiricalresearchand Herbart's mathematicalmethods
were to come togetherin the next generationof psychologistsand psychophysicists,when the thresholdbetween the physiologicaland the mentalbecame one
of the primaryobjects of scientificpractice. Instead of recordingafterimagesin
termsof the lived timeof the body as Goethe had generallydone, Purkinjewas
the firstto studythemas part of a comprehensivequantificationof the irritability
of the eye.32 He provided the firstformal classificationof differenttypes of
afterimagesand his drawingsof themare a strikingindicationof the paradoxical
objectivityof the phenomena of subjective vision. Were we able to see the
originaldrawingsin color we would have a more vivid sense of theirunprecedented overlapping of the visionaryand the empirical,of "the real" and the
abstract.
Although workingwith relativelyimprecise instruments,Purkinje timed
how long it takes the eye to become fatigued,how long dilationand contraction
of the pupil take,and measured the strengthof eye movements.For Purkinjethe
physical surface of the eye itselfbecame a field of statisticalinformation:he
demarcatedthe retinain termsof how color changes hue dependingon where it
and quantifiedthe
strikesthe eye, describingthe extentof the area of visibility,
distinctionbetween direct and indirectvision, and also gave a highlyprecise
account of the blind spot.SSThe discourse of dioptrics,of the transparencyof
mechanical optical systemsin the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies, has
given way to a mappingof the human eye as a productiveterritorywithvarying
and aptitude.
zones of efficiency
research,
along withthat of Johannes Miiller and others,inauPurkinje's
the
comprehensivephysiologyof vision in the nineteenthcentury.Part
gurated
of thisstudyinvolvedestablishingquantitativeand statisticalnormsof the sense of
sight.As Foucault and others have shown, the "scientific"assessmentof "normality"in medicine,physiology,and other fieldsbecame centralto the accumu31.
Purkinjewrotein Latin, whichwas translatedinto Czech. For relevantEnglishtranslations,see
A SourceBookin Systematic
"Visual Phenomena," trans.H. R. John,in HistoryofPsychology:
Psychology,
ed. William Sahakian, Itasca, Ill., F. E. Peacock, 1968, pp. 101-108; and "Contributionsto a
vol. 1 (1830), pp.
Psychologyof Vision," trans.Charles Wheatstone,JournaloftheRoyalInstitution,
on Vision,ed. Nicholas Wade, London, Academic
101-117, reprintedin Brewsterand Wheatstone
Press, 1983, pp. 248-262.
Goethe providesa tellingaccount of the subjectivityof the afterimagein whichthe physiology
32.
of the attentive(male heterosexual)eye and itsoperationare inseparablefrommemoryand desire: "I
had entered an inn towardsevening,and, as a well-favoredgirl, witha brilliantlyfaircomplexion,
black hair,and a scarletbodice, came into the room, I looked attentivelyat her as she stood before
me at some distancein halfshadow. As she presentlyafterwardsturnedaway, I saw on the whitewall,
whichwas now beforeme, a black face surroundedwitha brightlight,whilethe dressof the perfectly
distinctfigureappeared of a beautifulsea green" (TheoryofColours,p. 22).
It should be noted thatPurkinje,in 1823, formulatedthe firstclassificationsystemforhuman
33.
another technique of producing and regulatinghuman subjects. See Vlasilav Krutz,
fingerprints,
vol. 11, New York, 1975, pp. 213- 217.
Biography,
ofScientific
"Purkinje,Jan Evangelista,"Dictionary
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child
lation of knowledge about individuals- whetherin medicine,psychiatry,
education
-and
of
labor
and
thus
essential
to
the
rationalization
the
psychology,
exercise of power. My concern here is how the individualas observerbecame an
object of investigation,a locus of knowledge in the firsthalf of the 1800s, and
how the nature of vision was thus modified.One feature of this period is the
widespreadeffortby researchersfroma varietyof fieldsto establishthe bounds
of "normative" vision and to quantifyformsof optical and other sensoryresponse. The pervasivepreoccupationwithoptical illusionsis part of the exploration of the limitsand pathologyof human vision,definingever more sharplythe
shape of the normal. But as Georges Canguilhem has shown,the indicationof a
norm is not a neutralactivity;it never occurs withoutthe specificationof technical means to correct,or to produce normativeness.34
What is of immediateconcern here is how some of the optical devices that
spawned a new mass visual culture in the nineteenthcenturyare inseparable
fromthe new normativesciences of the observer and of the seeing body. The
comprehensivearticulationof subjectivevision,which included the conceptual
severingof visualexperience fromreferent(in MUiller'sfamoustheoryof specific
nerveenergies),and the quantificationand studyof afterimages,of persistenceof
vision, peripheral and binocular vision, and thresholdsof attention all were
directlypart of the creationof a new vastdomain of visual culture.On one hand
there is a new abstractionand mobilityof images, on the other is an inverse
discipliningof the observer in terms of rigidlyfixed relations to image and
apparatus, particularlywith the stereoscope, the kaleidoscope, the phenakistiscope, and even the diorama.

Beginning in the mid-1820s, the experimentalstudy of afterimageswas
intertwinedwiththe inventionof a number of related optical devices and techniques. The boundaryseparatingtheiruse forpurposes of scientificobservation
and as formsof popular entertainmentis indistinct.Common to themall was the
notion that perception was not instantaneous,and the notion of a disjunction
betweeneye and object. Research on afterimageshad suggestedthatsome form
of blendingor fusionoccurred when sensationswere perceived in quick succession, and it was the durationinvolvedin seeing thatallowed itsmodificationand
regulation. The control of time becomes synonymouswith new modalities of
power.
The details and backgroundof these devices and inventorshave been well
documented and discussed at length elsewhere, but almost exclusivelyin the
34.
See Georges Canguilhem,Le normalet le pathologique,
Paris, Presses Universitairesde France,
1966, trans. as The Normal and the Pathologicalby Carolyn Fawcett, New York, Zone Books,
forthcoming.

Thaumatropes. c. 1825.
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serviceof a historyof cinema."5Filmscholarspositionthemas the initialformsin
an evolutionarytechnologicaldevelopmentleading to the emergenceof a single
dominantformat the end of the century.Their fundamentalcharacteristicis
prematurity;theyare not-yetcinema, thus nascent and incompleteforms.Obviouslythere is a connectionbetween cinema and these machinesof the 1830s,
but it is oftena dialecticalrelationof inversionand oppositionin whichfeatures
of these earlier devices were negated or concealed. At the same time there is a
tendency to conflate all optical devices in the nineteenthcenturyas equally
implicatedin a vague collectivedriveto higherand higherstandardsof verisimi35.
See, for example, C. W. Ceram, Archaeology
oftheCinema,New York, Harcourt, Brace and
and Early Years of Cinema in
World, 1965; Michael Chanan, The Dream thatKicks: The Prehistory
Britain,London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980, esp. pp. 54-65; Jean-LouisComolli,"Technique
et ideologie," Cahiersdu cinema,no. 229 (May-June1971), pp. 4- 21; Jean Mitry,Histoiredu cinema,
vol. 1, Paris, Editions Universitaires,1967, pp. 21-27; and Georges Sadoul, Histoiregeneraledu
cinema,vol. 1, Paris, Denoel, 1973, pp. 15-43. See also the brief geneaology in Gilles Deleuze,
trans.Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam, Minneapolis,UniCinema1: The Movement-Image,
versityof Minnesota Press, 1986, p. 5.
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Left:Feradaywheel.1830.
1832.
Right:Phenakistiscope.
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litude. Such teleological approaches most oftenneglect entirelyhow these devices were expressionsof nonveridicalmodels of perception.
One of the earliestwas the Thaumatrope (literally,"wonder-turner"),first
demonstratedin London by Dr. John Paris in 1825. It was a small circulardisc
witha drawingon eitherside and stringsattachedso thatit could be twirledwith
a spin of the hand. The image of a bird on one side and an emptycage on the
other would produce when spun the appearance of the bird in the cage. The
of this"philosophicaltoy" made unequivocallyclear the hallucinatory
simplicity
and fabricatednatureof the image and the absolute rupturebetweenperception
and its object.
Also in 1825, Peter Mark Roget, an Englishmathematicianand the author
of the firstThesaurus, publishedan account of his observationsof railwaytrain
wheels seen throughthe verticalbars of a fence. Roget pointed out the illusions
that occurred under these circumstancesin which the spokes of the wheels
seemed to be eithermotionlessor to be turningbackwards.Roget's observations
suggestedto him how the location of an observerin relationto an intervening
screen could exploit the durational propertiesof retinalafterimagesto create
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various effectsof motion. The physicistMichael Faraday explored similarphenomena,particularlythe experienceof rapidlyturningwheelsthatappearedto be
movingslowly.In 1831, the year of his discoveryof electromagneticinduction,
he produced his own device, later called the Faraday wheel, consistingof two
spoked wheels mounted on the same axis. By varyingthe relation between the
spokesof the two wheelsrelativeto the eye of the viewer,the apparentmotionof
the fartherwheel could be modulated. Thus the experience of temporalityitself
is made susceptibleto a range of external technicalmanipulations.
During the late 1820s the Belgian scientistJosephPlateau also conducted a
wide range of experimentswithafterimages,some of whichcost him his eyesight
due to staringdirectlyintothe sun forextended periods.By 1828 he had worked
with a Newton color wheel, demonstratingthat the duration and quality of
retinal afterimagevaried with the intensity,color, time, and direction of the
stimulus.He also made a rough calculationof the average time that such sensations lasted- about a thirdof a second. What is more, his research seemed to
confirmthe earlierspeculationsof Goethe and othersthatretinalafterimagesdo
but go througha numberof positiveand negative
not simplydissipateuniformly,
statesbefore vanishing.He made one of the mostinfluentialformulationsof the
theoryof "persistenceof vision."
If several objects whichdiffersequentiallyin termsof formand positionare presentedone afterthe otherto the eye in verybriefintervals
and sufficiently
close together,the impressionsthey produce on the
retinawillblend togetherwithoutconfusionand one willbelieve that
a single object is graduallychanging formand position.36
In the early 1830s, Plateau constructedthe Phenakistiscope(literally"deceptive
view") which incorporatedhis own research and that of Roget, Faraday, and
others. At its simplestit consisted of a single disc, divided into sixteen equal
segments,each of which contained a small, slittedopening and a figurerepresentingone positionin a sequence of movement.The side withfiguresdrawn on
it was faced towarda mirrorwhilethe viewerstayedimmobileas the disc turned.
When an opening passed in frontof the eye, it allowed one to see the reflected
figureon the disc verybriefly.The same effectoccurs witheach of the slits.The
images then appear to be in continuous motion before the eye. By 1833, commercial models were being sold in London; by 1834 two similar devices appeared, the Stroboscope inventedby the German mathematicianStampferand
the Zootrope or "wheel of life" of William G. Horner.
The empiricaltruthof the notion of "persistenceof vision" as an explanation for the illusion of motion is irrelevanthere."3 What is importantare the
thesis submittedat Liege,
36. Joseph Plateau, Dissertationsur quelquesproprie'isdes impressions,
May 1829. Quoted in Georges Sadoul, Histoiregene'raledu cinema,p. 25.
Some recent studies have discussed the "myth" of persistenceof vision. They tell us, not
37.
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conditionsand circumstancesthatallowed it to operate as an explanationand the
historicalsubject/observerthatit presupposed.The idea of persistenceof vision
is linked to two differentsorts of studies. One is the kind of self-observation
conducted firstby Goethe, then by Purkinje, Plateau, Fechner, and others,in
which the changing conditions of the observer's own retina was (or was then
believed to be) the object of investigation.The other source was the often
accidental observationof new industrialformsof movement,in particularmechanized wheels movingat high speeds. Purkinjeand Roget both derived some of
their ideas fromnoting the appearance of train wheels in motion or regularly
spaced formsseen froma fastmoving train. Faraday indicates that his experimentswere suggestedby a visitto a factory:"Being at the magnificentlead mills
of Messrs.Maltby,twocog-wheelswere shownme movingwithsuch velocitythat
ifthe eye were . . . standingin such a positionthatone wheel appeared behind
the other, there was immediatelythe distinctthough shadowy resemblance of
cogs moving slowly in one direction."'s Like the study of afterimages,new
experiencesof speed and machinemovementdisclosed an increasingdivergence
between appearances and theirexternal causes.
The PhenakistiscopesubstantiatesWalterBenjamin'scontentionthatin the
nineteenthcentury"technologyhas subjected the human sensoriumto a comWhile it was ofcourse a mode of popular entertainment,
plex kindof training.""39
a leisure-timecommoditypurchasable by an expanding urban middle class, it
nonetheless paralleled the formatof the scientificdevices used by Purkinje,
Plateau, and others for the scientificstudyof subjectivevision. That is, a form
withwhicha new public consumedimagesof an illusory"reality"was isomorphic
to the apparatusesused to accumulate knowledgeabout an observer.In fact,the
veryphysicalpositionrequired of the observerby the Phenakistiscopebespeaks a
confoundingof three modes: a body at once a spectator,a subject of empirical
research and observation,and an element of machine production. In all three
cases it is a question of a body aligned with and operating an assemblage of
turningand regularlymovingwheeled parts. The imperativesthat generated a
rational organizationof time and movementin productionsimultaneouslypervaded multiplespheresof social activity.A need for knowledgeof the capacities
of the eye and its regimentationpervaded many of them.
Anotherphenomenon that corroboratesthischange in the positionof the
observeris the Diorama, given itsdefinitiveformby Louis J. M. Daguerre in the
surprisingly,that current neurophysiologicalresearch shows nineteenth-century
explanations of
fusionor blending of images to be an inadequate explanation for the perceptionof illusorymovement.See Josephand Barbara Anderson, "Motion Perceptionin Motion Pictures,"and Bill Nichols
and Susan J. Lederman, "Flicker and Motion in Film," both in The CinematicApparatus,ed. Teresa
de Lauretis and Stephen Heath, London, Macmillan, 1980, pp. 76-95 and 96-105.
38.
Quoted in Chanan, The Dream thatKicks,p. 61.
39.
Walter Benjamin, CharlesBaudelaire: A LyricPoet in theEra ofHigh Capitalism,trans. Harry
Zohn, London, NLB, 1972, p. 126.
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early 1820s. Unlike the static panorama painting which firstappeared in
the 1790s, the Diorama is based on the incorporationof an immobile
observer
into a mechanicalapparatus and a subjectionto a predesignedtemporalunfolding of optical experience.40 The circular or semi-circularpanorama painting
clearly broke with the localized point of view of perspectivepainting or the
camera obscura, allowing the spectatoran ambulatoryubiquity.One was compelled at the least to turn one's head (and eyes) to see the entire work. The
multi-mediaDiorama removed that autonomyfromthe observer,situatingthe
audience on a circular platformthat was slowly moved, permittingviews of
differentscenes and shiftinglighteffects.Like the Phenakistiscopeor the Zootrope,the Diorama was a machineof wheelsin motionand of whichthe observer
was an inflexiblecomponent.For Marx, one of the greattechnicalinnovationsof
the nineteenthcenturywas the way in which the body was made adaptable to
"the few main fundamentalformsof motion.""' But if the remaking of the
observerinvolvedthe adaptation of the eye to rationalizedformsof movement,
such a change coincided with and was possible only because of an increasing
abstractionof optical experience froma stable referent.Thus a preconditionof
modernizationwas the "uprooting" of vision from the delimited and static
relationsof the camera obscura.
Consider also the kaleidoscope, inventedin 1815 by Sir David Brewster.42
With all the luminouspossibilitiessuggestedby Baudelaire, and later by Proust,
the kaleidoscope seems radicallyunlikethe rigidand disciplinarystructureof the
Phenakistiscope,withitssequential repetitionof regulatedrepresentations.But,
forBrewster,thejustificationfor makingthe kaleidoscope was productivityand
He saw it as mechanicalmeans forthe reformationof art accordingto
efficiency.
an industrialparadigm. Since symmetrywas the basis of beauty in nature and
visual art, he declared, the kaleidoscope was aptlysuited to produce art through
"the inversionand multiplicationof simple forms."
If we reflectfurtheron the natureof the designsthuscomposed, and
on the methods which must be employed in their composition,the
Kaleidoscope will assume the character of the highest class of machinery,which improvesat the same time that it abridges the exertions of individuals. There are few machines, indeed, which rise
An importantstudyon the relationbetweenthe panorama and the Diorama is Eric de Kuyper
40.
no. 34 (1981), pp. 85-96. Other works
and Emile Poppe, "Voir et regarder," Communications,
include Stephan Oettermann,Das Panorama, Munich, Syndikat,1980; Heinz Buddemeier, PanoMunich,
rama, Diorama, Photographie:Entstehungund Wirkungneuer Medien im 19. Jahrhundert,
H. Fink, 1970; and Helmut and Alison Gernsheim,L. J. M. Daguerre:The HistoryoftheDiorama and
theDaguerreotype,
New York, Dover, 1968.
41.
Karl Marx, Capital, vol. 1, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling, New York, International, 1967, p. 374.
For more on thisdevice, see my"Notes on the Kaleidoscope and Stereoscope,"Journal,no. 5
42.
(Autumn 1985), pp. 38-41.
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Kaleidoscope. Mid-19th century.

higherabove the operationsof human skill.It will create in an hour,
what a thousandartistscould not inventin the course of a year; and
while it works with such unexampled rapidity,it works also with a
correspondingbeauty and precision.43
Brewster'sproposal of infiniteserialproductionseems farremovedfromBaudelaire's image of the dandyas "a kaleidoscopegiftedwithconsciousness."But the
abstractionnecessaryfor Brewster'sindustrialdeliriumis made possible by the
same forcesof modernizationthatallowed Baudelaire to use the kaleidoscopeas
a model for the kinetic experience of "the multiplicityof life itselfand the
flickeringgrace of all its elements."44
Sir David Brewster,TheKaleidoscope:Its History,
and Construction
43.
Theory,
[1819], rpt. London,
John Murray,1858, pp. 134-136.
44.
Charles Baudelaire, "Le peintrede la vie moderne," Oeuvrescomplites,
Paris,Gallimard,1961,
p. 1161.
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The mostsignificant
formof visual imageryin the nineteenthcentury,with
the exception of photography,was the stereoscope.45It is easily forgottennow
how pervasive was the experience of the stereoscope and how for decades it
defineda principalmode of consumingphotographicallyproduced images. This
is again a form whose historyhas thus far been confounded with another
and iniphenomenon,in thiscase, photography.Yet conceptually,structurally,
tially,historicallyit is independentof the now dominantmedium. Clearly, the
stereoscopeutilizedphotographicimagerybut its inventionpreceded photography and in no wayrequiredphotographicprocedures. Althoughdistinctfromthe
optical devices which representedthe illusion of movement,the stereoscope is
nonethelesspart of the same reorganizationof the observer that those devices
implied.
Of concern here is the period during whichthe technicaland theoretical
principlesof the stereoscopewere elaborated, ratherthan its effectsonce it was
distributedin a social-culturalfield. Only after 1850 did the wide commercial
diffusionthroughoutNorth America and Europe of the stereoscope occur.46
The originsof the stereoscope are intertwinedwithresearch in the 1820s and
1830s on subjectivevisionand more generallywithinthe fieldof nineteenth-centuryphysiologyalready discussed. The two figuresmost closelyassociated with
its invention,Charles Wheatstoneand Sir David Brewster,had already written
extensivelyon optical illusions,color theory,afterimages,and other visual phenomena. Wheatstonewas in factthe translatorof Purkinje'smajor 1823 dissertationon afterimagesand subjectivevision,publishedin Englishin 1830. A few
years later Brewsterhad summarizedavailable research on optical devices and
subjective vision.
The stereoscopeis also inseparablefromearly nineteenth-century
debates
about the perceptionof space, which were to continue unresolved indefinitely.
Was space an innate form,or was it somethingrecognized throughthe learning
of cues afterbirth?The Molyneux problem had been transposedto a different
centuryfor differentsolutions.47In the eighteenthcentury,regardlessof how
the problem was ultimatelyanswered,whetherthe claim was nativistor empiricist, the testimonyof the senses constituteda common surface of order. The
There are fewseriousculturalor historicalstudiesof the stereoscope.Some helpfulworksare:
45.
in America:A CulturalHistory,Rochester,Visual
Edward Earle, ed., Pointsof View:The Stereoscope
Studies Workshop, 1979; A.T. Gill, "Early Stereoscopes," The Photographic
journal, no. 109 (1969),
pp. 546-599, 606-614, 641-651; and Rosalind Krauss, "Photography'sDiscursiveSpaces: Landscape/View," Artjournal, no. 42 (Winter 1982), pp. 311-319.
46.
By 1856, two yearsafteritsfounding,the London StereoscopicCompanyalone had sold over
half a million viewers. See Helmut and Alison Gernsheim, The Historyof Photography,
London,
Thames and Hudson, 1969, p. 191.
47.
The best known formulationof the Molyneux problem is John Locke, An Essay Concerning
Human Understanding,
ed. Alexander C. Fraser, New York, Dover, vol. II, no. ix, p. 8.
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question was how the passage fromone domain of sense perceptionto another
occurred, how did the senses "reconvene," that is, come togetherin a body.48
But those whose answers to Molyneux were negative--a blind man suddenly
restored with sightwould notimmediatelyrecognize the objects before him-and these included Locke, Berkeley,Diderot, Reid, and Condillac, share little
withthe researchersin the nineteenthcenturywho also, withgreater scientific
authority,answered negatively. By insistingthat knowledge, and specifically
knowledge of space and depth, is built up out of an orderlyaccumulationand
cross-referencingof perceptions on a plane independent of the viewer,
thoughtcould know nothingof ideas of pure visibilitywhich
eighteenth-century
would arise in the nineteenthcentury.From Descartesto Berkeleyto Diderot is a
continuedinsistencethatvisionis grounded in the sense of touch.49We could not
be furtherremoved from Berkeley's theoryof how distance is perceived than
with the science of the stereoscope. The quintessentiallynineteenth-century
device, withwhichdistance (or relief) is perceptiblesolelythroughan organization of opticalcues, eradicates the fieldon whicheighteenth-century
knowledge
arranged itself.
The question thattroubledthe nineteenthcenturyhad never reallybeen a
problem before. Binocular disparity,the self-evidentfact that each eye sees a
image,had been a familiarphenomenonsinceantiquity.Only in
slightlydifferent
the 1830s does it become crucial for scientiststo define the seeing body as
of the optical
essentiallybinocular,to quantifypreciselythe angular differential
axis of each eye, and to specifythe physiologicalbasis fordisparity.What preoccupied researcherswas this: given that an observer perceives with each eye a
different
image,howare theyexperiencedas singleor unitary.Before 1800, even
when the question was asked it was more as a curiosity,never a centralproblem.
Two alternativeexplanationshad been offeredforcenturies:one proposed that
we never saw anythingexcept withone eye at a time; the other was a projection
theoryarticulatedby Kepler, and proposed as late as the 1750s, whichasserted
that each eye projects an object to its actual location.50
By the late 1820s physiologistswere seeking anatomical evidence in the
structureof the optical chiasma,the pointbehind the eyes wherethe nerve fibers
leading fromthe retinato the brain cross each other,carryinghalfof the nerves
fromeach retinato each side of the brain.5 But such physiologicalevidence was
relativelyinconclusiveat that time. Wheatstone'sconclusionsin 1833 came out
48.
See Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophyof theEnlightenment,
trans. Fritz C. A. Koelln and James
Petlegrove,Princeton,PrincetonUniversityPress, 1951, p. 108.
49.
See Michel Serres, Hermtsou la communication,
Paris, Minuit, 1968, pp. 124-125; and Maurice Merleau-Ponty,The PrimacyofPerception,
Evanston, Ill., NorthwesternUniversityPress, 1964,
pp. 169-172.
50.
See, for example, William Porterfield,A Treatiseon theEye, theManner and Phenomenaof
Vision,Edinburgh,Hamilton and Balfour, 1759, p. 285.
51.
See R. L. Gregory,Eyeand Brain: The Psychology
ofSeeing,3rd. ed., New York, McGraw-Hill,
1979, p. 45.
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of the successfulmeasurementof binocularparallax, or the degree to whichthe
angle of the axis of each eye differedwhen focused on the same point. The
human organism,he claimed, had the capacityunder mostconditionsto synthesize retinaldisparityinto a single unitaryimage. While thisseems obvious from
our own standpoint,Wheatstone's work marked a major break from(or often
disregardof) the older explanationsof the binocular body.
The form of the stereoscope is linked to some of Wheatstone's initial
findings:his research concerned the visual experience of objects relativelyclose
to the eye.
When an object is viewed at so great a distancethat the optic axes of
both eyes are sensiblyparallel when directed towardsit, the perspectiveprojectionsof it,seen by each eye separately,and the appearance
to the two eyes is preciselythe same as when the object is seen by one
eye only.52
Instead Wheatstonewas preoccupied withobjects close enough to the observer
so that the optic axes had different
angles.
S.when
the object is placed so near the eyes thatto viewit the optic
.
axes must converge . . . a differentperspectiveprojection of it is
seen by each eye, and these perspectivesare more dissimilaras the
convergenceof the optic axes becomes greater.53

Thus physicalproximitybrings binocular vision into play as an operation of
reconcilingdisparity,of making two distinctviews appear as one. This is what
linksthe stereoscopewithotherdevices in the 1830s like the Phenakistiscope.Its
"realism" presupposes perceptual experience to be essentiallyan apprehension
of differences.The relationof the observerto the object is not one of identitybut
an experience of disjunct or divergentimages. Helmholtz's epistemologywas
based on such a "differentialhypothesis."54Both Wheatstone and Brewster
indicatedthatthe fusionof picturesviewed in a stereoscopetook place over time
and thattheirconvergencemightnot actuallybe secure. Accordingto Brewster
. the reliefis not obtained fromthe mere combinationor superposition of the two dissimilarpictures.The superpositionis effected
by turningeach eye upon the object, but the reliefis givenby the play
Charles Wheatstone,"Contributionsto the Physiologyof Vision," in Brewster
52.
and Wheatstone
on Vision,p. 65.
Ibid.
53.
54.
Hermann von Helmholtz, "The Facts in Perception," in Epistemological
Writings,ed. Paul
Hertz and Moritz Schlick, Boston, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, 1977, p. 133:
our acquaintance withthe visual fieldcan be acquired by observationof the images duringthe
movementsof our eyes,provided only thatthereexists,between otherwisequalitativelyalike retinal
sensations,some or other perceptibledifferencecorrespondingto the differencebetween distinct
places on the retina."
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similarpointsof the two
of the opticaxes in uniting,in rapid succession,
pictures. . . . Though the picturesapparentlycoalesce, yetthe relief
is given by the subsequent play of the optic axes varyingthemselves
successively
upon, and unifying,the similarpointsin each picturethat
correspondto differentdistancesfromthe observer.55
Brewsterthen confirmsthere never really is a stereoscopicimage, that it is a
conjuration,an effectof the observer's experience of the differentialbetween
two other images.
In devisingthe stereoscope,Wheatstoneaimed to simulatethe actual presence of a physicalobject or scene, not to discoveranotherway to exhibita print
or drawing. Paintinghad been an adequate formof representation,he asserts,
but only forimages of objects at a greatdistance.When a landscape is presented
to a viewer, "if those circumstanceswhich would disturb the illusion are excluded," we could mistakethe representationforreality.He declares thatup to
thispointin historyit is impossibleforan artistto givea faithfulrepresentationof
any near solid object.
When the paintingand the object are seen withboth eyes,in the case
of the paintingtwo similarobjects are projected on the retina,in the
case of the solid object the picturesare dissimilar;thereis thereforean
essentialdifferencebetween the impressionson the organs of sensation in the two cases, and consequently between the perceptions
formed in the mind; the painting thereforecannot be confounded
withthe solid object.56
What he seeks,then,is a completeequivalence of stereoscopicimage and object.
Not only will the inventionof the stereoscope overcome the deficienciesof
painting but also those of the Diorama, which Wheatstone singles out. The
Diorama, he believed, was too bound up in the techniques of painting,which
depended for their illusoryeffectson the depiction of distant subjects. The
stereoscope, on the contrary,provided a form in which "vividness" of effect
increased as the object represented appeared closer to the viewer, and the
soliditybecame greateras the optic axes of each
impressionof three-dimensional
of the stereoscopewas not simplylikeness,
Thus
desired
effect
the
eye diverged.
But it is a tangibilitythat has been transbut immediate,apparent tangibility.
formedinto a purelyvisual experience of a kind that Diderot could never have
imagined. Even as sophisticateda studentof visionas Helmholtz could write,in
the 1850s:
These stereoscopicphotographsare so trueto natureand so lifelikein
and Construction,
ItsHistory,
Sir David Brewster,TheStereoscope:
55.
London, John Murray,
Theory,
1856, p. 53. (Emphasis in original.)
Charles Wheatstone,"Contributionsto the Physiologyof Vision," p. 66.
56.
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theirportrayalof materialthings,thatafterviewingsuch a pictureand
recognizingin it some object like a house, for instance,we get the
impression,when we actuallydo see the object, that we have already
seen it before and are more or less familiarwith it. In cases of this
kind,the actual view of the thingitselfdoes not add anythingnew or
more accurate to the previousapperceptionwe got fromthe picture,
so far at least as mere formrelationsare concerned.57
No other formof representationin the nineteenthcenturyhad so conflatedthe
real withthe optical, an object with its image.
The stereoscope as a means of representationwas inherentlyobscene.It
shatteredthe scenicrelationshipbetween viewerand object that was intrinsicto
the fundamentallytheatricalsetup of the camera obscura. The veryfunctioning
of the stereoscope depended on the visual priorityof the objects closest to the
viewerand on the absence of any mediationbetweeneye and objects viewed.58 It
of what Walter Benjamin saw as part of the visual culture of
was a fulfillment
modernity:"Day by day the need becomes greater to take possession of the
- in an image and the reproductionof the
object--from the closest proximity
is
no
that
the
It
coincidence
stereoscope became increasinglysynonyimage.""5
mous with varietiesof pornographicimageryin the course of the nineteenth
century.The very effectsof tangibilitythat Wheatstone had sought fromthe
beginningwere quicklyturnedinto a mass formof ocular possession.Some have
speculated thatthe close associationof the stereoscopewithpornographywas in
part responsibleforits social demise; around the turnof the centurysales of the
device supposedlydwindled because of its link with "indecent" subject matter.
Althoughthe reasons for the collapse of the stereoscope lie elsewhere,as I will
hoversuneasilyat
suggestshortly,thesimulationof tangiblethree-dimensionality
the limitsof acceptable verisimilitude.60
If photographypreserved an ambivalent (and superficial)relation to the
codes of monocularspace and geometricalperspective,the relationof the stereoscope to these older formswas one of annihilation,not compromise. Charles
Wheatstone'squestion in 1838 was, "What would be the visual effectof simultaneously presentingto each eye, instead of the object itself,its projection on a
plane surfaceas it appears to that eye?" The stereoscopicspectatorsees neither
the identityof a copy nor the coherence guaranteed by the frameof a window.
57.
Hermann von Helmholtz,HandbookofPhysiological
Optics,vol. 3, trans.George T. Ladd, New
York, Dover, 1962, p. 303.
58.
See Florence de Meridieu, "De l'obsc6nit6 photographique," Traverses,no. 29 (October
1983), pp. 86-94.
59.
Walter Benjamin, "A Short History of Photography,"Artforum,
no. 15 (February 1977),
p. 49.
The ambivalence with which twentieth-century
audiences have received 3-D movies and
60.
holographysuggeststhe enduring problematicnature of such techniques.
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Diagram oftheoperationoftheWheatstone
stereoscope.

Rather, what appears is the technicalreconstitutionof an already reproduced
world fragmentedinto twononidenticalmodels, models that precede any experience of their subsequent perception as unified or tangible. It is a radical
repositioningof the observer'srelationto visual representation.The institutionalization of thisde-centeredobserverand the stereoscope'sdispersedand multiplied sign severed froma point of external referenceindicate a greater break
witha classicalobserverthan thatwhichoccurs later in the centuryin modernist
painting.The stereoscope signalsan eradicationof "the point of view" around
which, for several centuries, meanings had been assigned reciprocallyto an
observerand the object of his or her vision. Perspectiveis not even a possibility
under the termsof thistechnique of beholding. An observerno longer sees an
image that has an intelligibleor quantifiablelocation in space, but rather a
hallucinatorycomposite of two dissimilarimages whose positions refer to the
anatomical structureof the observer's body.
To fullyappreciatethe rupturesignifiedby the stereoscope,it is important
to consider one of its earliest forms,the so-called Wheatstone stereoscope. In
order to view imageswiththisdevice,an observerplaced his eyes directlyin front
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of two plane mirrorsset 90 degrees to one another. The images to be viewed
were held in slots on either side of the observer,and thus were spatiallycompletelyseparated fromeach other. Unlike the Brewsterstereoscope,inventedin
the late 1840s, or the familiarHolmes viewer,inventedin 1861, the Wheatstone
model made clear the atopic nature of the perceived stereoscopic image, the
disjunctionbetween experience and its cause. The later models allowed the
viewer to believe that he was looking forwardat something"out there." But
the Wheatstonemodel leftthe hallucinatoryand fabricatednatureof the experience undisguised.It did not supportwhat Roland Barthescalled "the referential
illusion."'61There simplywas nothing"out there." The illusionof reliefand of
depth was thus a subjectiveevent and the observercoupled withthe apparatus
was the agent of synthesisor fusion.
Like the Phenakistiscopeand other nonprojectiveoptical devices,the stereoscope also required the corporal adjacency and immobilityof the observer.
modulation in the relation between eye
They are part of a nineteenth-century
and optical apparatus. During the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies,that
relationshiphad been essentiallymetaphoric:the eye and the camera obscura or
the eye and the telescope or microscopewere allied by a conceptualsimilarity,
in
whichthe authorityof the eye remained unchallenged.62Beginningin the nineteenthcentury,the relationbetween eye and optical apparatus becomes one of
metonymy:both were now contiguousinstrumentson the same plane of operation, withvaryingcapabilitiesand features.63The limitsand deficienciesof one
will be complementedby the capacities of the other and vice versa. The optical
apparatus undergoesa shiftcomparable to thatof the tool as describedby Marx:
"From the moment that the tool proper is taken fromman, and fittedinto a
mechanism,a machine takes the place of a mere implement."64In the older,
handcraft-basedwork,he explained, a workman"makes use of a tool," that is,
the tool had a metaphoricrelationto the innate powers of the human subject.65
See Roland Barthes, "L'effet de reel," Communications,
no. 11 (1968), pp. 84-89; trans.as
61.
"The Reality Effect"by Richard Howard, in The Rustleof Language, New York, Hill and Wang,
1986, pp. 141-148.
On the telescope as metaphor in Galileo, Kepler, and others, see Timothy J. Reiss, The
62.
DiscourseofModernism,Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell UniversityPress, 1980, pp. 25-29.
63.
"In Metonymy,phenomena are implicitlyapprehended as bearing relationshipsto one anotherin the modalityof part-partrelationships,on the basis of whichone can effecta reduction
of one
of the parts to the status of an aspect or functionof the other" (Hayden White, Metahistory:
The
HistoricalImaginationin Nineteenth-Century
Europe,Baltimore,JohnsHopkins UniversityPress, 1973,
p. 35).
64.
Karl Marx, Capital,vol. 1, p. 374. In thissense, other optical instrumentsof the seventeenth
and eighteenthcenturies,like peep shows,Claude glasses,and printviewingboxes had the statusof
tools.
65.
Ibid., p. 422. J. D. Bernal has noted that the instrumentalcapacities of the telescope and
microscope remained remarkablyundeveloped during the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies.
Until the nineteenthcentury,the microscope "remained more amusing and instructive,in the
and
philosophicalsense, than of scientificand practicalvalue" (Sciencein History,Vol. 2: The Scientific
IndustrialRevolutions,
Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1971, pp. 464-469).
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In the factory,Marx contended, the machine makes use of man by subjecting
him to a relationof contiguity,of part to other parts,and of exchangeability.66
Georges Canguilheim makes a crucial distinctionbetween eighteenth-century
Utilitarianism,which derived its idea of utilityfrom its definitionof man as
toolmaker,and the instrumentalismof the human sciences in the nineteenth
century,whichis based on "one implicitpostulate:thatthe natureof man is to be
a tool, thathis vocationis to be set in hisplace and to be set to work.'"67Although
"set to work" may sound inappropriatein a discussion of optical devices, the
apparentlypassive observersof the stereoscopeand Phenakistiscopewere in fact
made into producers, by virtue of specific physical capacities, of forms of
verisimilitude.
A crucial feature of these optical devices of the 1830s and 1840s is the
undisguisednatureof theiroperationalstructureand the formof subjectionthey
entail. Even though theyprovide access to "the real," theymake no claim that
the real is anythingotherthana mechanicalproduction.The optical experiences
theymanufactureare clearlydisjunctfromthe images used in the device. They
referas much to the functionalinteractionof body and machine as theydo to
externalobjects, no matterhow "vivid" the qualityof the illusion.So when the
Phenakistiscopeand the stereoscopeeventuallydisappeared, it was not as part of
a smoothprocess of inventionand improvementbut ratherbecause these earlier
formswere no longer adequate to currentneeds and uses.
One reason for theirobsolescence was thattheywere insufficiently
"phantasmagoric,"a word whichAdorno, Benjamin,and othershave used to describe
formsof representationafter 1850. Phantasmagoriawas a name for a specific
type of magic lanternperformancein the 1790s and early 1800s, which used
back projectionto keep an audience unaware of the lanterns.Adorno takes the
word to indicate
the occultationof productionby means of the outwardappearance of
the product . . . this outer appearance can lay claim to the status of

being. Its perfectionis at the same time the perfectionof the illusion
that the work of art is a realitysui generisthatconstitutesitselfin the
realm of the absolute withouthaving to renounce its claim to image
the world.68
But the effacementor mystification
of a machine's operation was preciselywhat
David Brewsterhoped to overcome with his kaleidoscope and stereoscope. He
Marx again indicates the new metonymicstatus of the human subject: "As soon as man,
66.
insteadof workingwithan implementon the subject of his labor, becomes merelythe motivepower
of an implement-machine,it is a mere accident that motive power takes the disguise of human
muscle; and it may equally well take the formof wind, water,or steam" (Capital, vol. 1, p. 375).
67.
Canguilhem,"Qu'est-ce que la psychologie,"p. 378.
68.
Theodor Adorno, In Search of Wagner,trans. Rodney Livingstone,London, Verso, 1981,
p. 85. On Adorno, Wagner, and phantasmagoria,see Andreas Huyssen, Afterthe Great Divide:
Mass Culture,Postmodernism,
Modernism,
Bloomington,Universityof Indiana Press, 1986, pp. 34-42.
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saw the spread of scientificideas in the nineteenthcenturyunderoptimistically
the
possibilityof phantasmagoriceffects,and he presented a cursory
mining
in termsof the developmentof technologiesof illusionand
of
civilization
history
apparition.69For Brewster,a ScottishCalvinist,the maintenanceof barbarism,
tyranny,and poperyhad alwaysbeen founded on closelyguarded knowledgeof
opticsand acoustics,the secretsby whichpriestlyand highercastesruled. But his
impliedprogram,the democratizationand mass disseminationof techniquesof
illusion,simplycollapsed thatolder model of power onto a singlehuman subject,
each observer into simultaneouslythe magician and the deceived.
transforming
Even in the later Holmes stereoscope the "concealment of the process of
production" did not reallyoccur.70 Clearly the stereoscopewas dependent on a
physicalengagementwiththe apparatus whichbecame increasinglyinconvenient
and unacceptable,but more importantly,
the abstractand syntheticnatureof the
could
never
be
An apparatus openlybased on a
effaced.
stereoscopicimage
fully
of
on
an
awkward
"binocular"
principle
disparity,
body, and on an illusion
from
of
derived
the
referent
the
patently
binary
stereoscopic card of paired
would
a
form
to
that
images,inevitably
give way
preservedthe referentialillusion
more fullythananythingbefore it. Photographyalso defeatedthe stereoscopeas
a mode of visual consumptionbecause it recreated and perpetuated the fiction
that the "free" subject of the camera obscura was still viable. Photographs
seemed to be a continuationof older "naturalistic" pictorial codes but only
because theirdominantconventionswere restrictedto a narrowrange of technical possibilities(that is, shutterspeeds and lens openings that rendered elapsed
time invisible).7"But photographyhad already abolished the inseparabilityof
observer and camera obscura, bound togetherby a single point of view, and
made the new camera an apparatus fundamentallyindependentof the spectator,
yet whichmasqueraded as a transparentand incorporealintermediarybetween
observerand world. The prehistoryof the spectacle and the "pure perception"
of modernismare lodged in the newlydiscovered territoryof a fullyembodied
viewer,but the eventual triumphof both depends on the denial of the body, its
pulsingsand phantasms,as the ground of vision.72

Sir David Brewster,Letterson Natural Magic, New York, J. J. Harper, 1832, pp. 15-21.
69.
This device is describedby itsinventorin Oliver Wendell Holmes, "The Stereoscope and the
70.
vol. 3, no. 20 (June 1859), pp. 740-752.
Stereograph,"AtlanticMonthly,
For the disruptiveeffectof Muybridgeand Marey on nineteenth-century
71.
codes of "naturalistic" representation,see Noel Burch, "Charles Baudelaire Versus Doctor Frankenstein,"Afterimage,
nos. 8-9 (Spring 1981), pp. 10-13.
On the problem of modernism,visionand the body, see the recentwork of Rosalind Krauss,
72.
for example, "Antivision," October,no. 36 (Spring 1986), pp. 147-154; and "Where's Poppa,"
at Nova ScotiaSchoolofArt,Thierryde Duve,
forthcomingin, Marcel DuchampCentennialConference
ed., Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press.

Sensual Vision: 3-D, Medieval
Art, and the Cinematic Imaginary

Alison Griffiths

Today's moviegoers have the option of watching an effectsdriven Hollywood blockbuster in a variety of 2-D and 3-D domestic
and theatrical formats, from conventional Blu-ray and 2-D cinemas
to 3-D Blu-ray, theatrical Real 3D, Imax 3-D, and even 48-frame rate
Imax 3-D.' Paying more money for the 3-D experience, audiences
are presumably getting more, even if some spectators might be
hard pressed to pinpoint the nature of 3-D's special appeal. My two
youngest children recently went to a 3-D movie in Brooklyn, and the
usher forgot to give them the Real 3D glasses. With mom and dad
already ensconced watching another film in an adjacent theater, the
oldest went in search of glasses but retumed empty handed. When
we discovered the oversight at the end of the film and asked them
how they had been able to watch the film without the glasses, they
informed us that despite being a bit blurry in parts, it wasn't that bad.
What this anecdote reveals about my children's fairly low threshold
of image quality is less interesting than what the "3-D-withoutthe-3-D glasses" experience says about contemporary 3-D cinema
(Engber 2001).^ As 3-D releases reach industry standard status, with
3-D sequences scripted to maximize the effect of depth through
layering effects and objects flying toward the spectator (Cubitt 2005
43),^ this is a propitious moment to ask whether certain aspects of the
"3-D experience" can be traced to previous art works and modes of
spectatorship (Griffiths 2010 163-88).

My argument has less to do with technical features of
stereoptical perception (associated with Charles Wheatstone's 1838
discovery of stereopsis, the brain's ability to create an impression
of a third dimension as a result of a fusion of images seen slightly
differently in the right and left eyes) than in a heightened sensory
engagement with images identified with medieval viewing practices.
Notwithstanding differences in scale and movement, 3-D cinema and
medieval art are by no means unrelated; on the question of how they
engage the senses, similarities far outweigh differences. Medieval
visual theory helps explain this long fascination with the sensorial
plentitude of 3-D in three ways: in both cases, the power ascribed to
images, which in relation to 3-D has links to the idea of the screen as
a permeable membrane; second, 3-D and medieval image-making as
adornment; and third, the tactile quality of 3-D cinema and medieval
art, which seems to tease the spectator with the promise of a multisensory encounter. The sense of touch, traditionally associated in
philosophy and medicine with temperature, is a defining feature
of both 3-D cinema and medieval aesthetic objects (Boyle 1988
7). Reaching out and touching images that seem to come alive and
enter the viewing space invokes an ancient belief in the importance
of the hands in the sensory experience of the world. Advertisements
for 3-D Imax depicting spectators with their hands in front of their
faces remind us of "speaking reliquaries" from the Middle Ages,
life size arms containing bone fragments that were used by clerics
to bless congregants (and which congregants strained to reach with
their hands). I also draw upon neuroesthetics to juxtapose the study
of medieval art production and 3-D film, reminding us that empathetic
responses to works of art have a "precise and definable material basis
in the brain" (Freedberg and Gállese 2007 197).
Linking cinema to medieval art is not an original idea. As
medievalist Bettina Bildhauer observes, several early theorists of film
compared silent cinema to medieval art, including Hugo Munsterberg's
1916 The Photoplay (Bildhauer 2009 40-59). The connection, what
Bildhauer calls a "regeneration of medieval aesthetics," hinges on
the assertion that both film and medieval art represent new ways of
seeing the world. Silent film theorist Bela Balázs describes it this way:
"The many millions of people who sit every night and watch images,
wordless images...a new language: the long forgotten, now newly
emerging (and indeed international) language of facial expressions...
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Perhaps we are standing on the threshold of a new visual culture"
(Balázs 2 in Bildhauer 2009 43, emphasis in original).
I tum first to medieval visual theory to identify just what it
is about religious art that, like the retum of the repressed, has come
back to haunt blockbuster cinema, before examining several examples
that offer entry points into the pre-history of 3-D.'' Analysis of a
commercial for a Fujifilm FinePix 3-D camera bridges the gap between
the pre-modem and contemporary visual landscape and draws into
sharper focus some of the enduring tropes found in cross-platform
3-D representation. At the same time, it is important to keep in mind
that the traditional terms of illusionism, realism, and similitude are
not especially helpful in making sense of medieval art, where the
"concepts of authorship, textuality, and audience relationships to texts
and authors were quite different from our own" (Suydam 1999 196).
Addressing these radically disjunct time periods and artistic practices
calls for a more catholic understanding of how three dimensional
image-making can entrance the senses and engage practices of belief,
both religious and secular.
Corporeal Vision: The 3D Effect
Cinema's first effect is to exist. Yet like everything
else it has trouble existing, and the effects it
produces - images and sounds, dimensions, durations,
sensations, and understandings, and thoughts - all
share a quizzical and oblique relationship to reality
(Cubitt 2005 1, emphasis added).
Cinema is not the only artistic medium that has trouble
existing, and not just phenomenologically, but in relation to issues of
censorship and govemance (see Grieveson 2005). Medieval image
making could also be disruptive, and shares a phenomenological
affinity with 3-D motion pictures, since they both cue an embodied
mode of seeing, intriguing if not overwhelming the senses of the
beholder. Seeing was immensely corporeal in the Middle Ages, and
based on St. Augustine of Hippo's theory of vision, the first level of
vision, corporeal, occurred when "one sees the incorporeal through
natural optical perception" (354-430). Spiritual or imaginative vision
comprised the second level, and intellectual vision the third, where
one had a "direct sight of incorporeal beings and the Divine truths"
(Laugerud 2007 175). Ideas of perception were socially determined.

with a lively communication between corporeal and non-corporeal
ways of perceiving (see Stevenson 2012 20-23). The issue of what
images are saying (and by extension, what they want, questions taken
up by W.J.T. Mitchell) is central, since knowledge about the world
in the Middle Ages came primarily from visual sources (Mitchell
2005 6).' Notions of the eyes as lustful, open to sensation, and
therefore dangerous prevailed. Religious objects were perceived to
have special powers, with relics becoming animated or undergoing
metamorphosis. As Caroline Walker Bynum writes in Christian
Materiality, images could "change color, weep, bleed, or walk in
order to rekindle devotion or protest neglect" (Bynum 2011 21-22).
Just as today's 3-D film spectators have heightened expectations about
how the image will act upon them (and heightened anticipation about
how they will respond), so too did perceiving subjects in the Middle
Ages. As intromission (visual rays emanating from objects to the
eye) replaced extramission (rays of light from the object to the eye),
the idea of "sight functioning as access to the divine" took on new
meaning (Hahn 2000 170; see Camille, 2000 204-08). Religious art
created during this period explicitly recognized this model of vision,
so much so that "the hypersensitivity of the perceiving subject to
every bleeding gash and open orifice in God's body was built on a
radical openness to exterior sensations and became crucial forms of
mystical devotion" (Camille 2000 207).

Fig, 1 Frame grab from Fujifilm's FinePix 3D W3 camera commercial showing the
two male subjects staring in wonderment at the screen, the second before they enter
the image and find themselves inside their friend's vacation pictures.
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This openness to sensation provides a bridge across medieval
religious art and contemporary 3-D cinema, for at the nexus of the 3-D
experience is a set of assumptions about vision and embodiment, of
being affected in a way that exceeds two-dimensional film (Stevenson
2006 207; see Griffiths, 2006 3-39).*' Medievalist Susannah Biemoff
argues that optics was both a field of study and a key to unlocking the
natural world, and reminds us that the verb perspicere, which means
to survey or scmtinize, gave the viewer the power to see through,
almost like an x-ray (Biemoff 2005 41). This definition has particular
applicability to a recent commercial for Fujifilm's FinePix 3D W3
camera, in which two male viewers, initially dreading the boring
prospect of seeing their friend's vacation pictures on his flat screen
TV, enter into a state of reverie when they are bathed in light from
the TV, what I have previously called the "revered gaze," a rapturous
reaction shot used to market expanded or hyperreal media platfonns
and ubiquitous in medieval art (Griffiths 2008 15-36).' (Fig. 1). Seeing
through is taken one step further in this ad, as sight triggers an ability
to physically enter an image, a visual trope found in countless ads
for new media delivery platforms and high definition home theater
systems when the space between screen and armchair viewer is
collapsed (see Boddy 2004) and the reverse of the 1940 film Magic in
the Air, in which a woman's hands emerge out of the screen toward the
spectator, a 3D convention I discuss below.
The conceit of the viewer virtually entering the image, ofbeing
placed inside the mise-en-scene, is by no means new; for example,
the artist's physical immersion in the image played a significant role
in the Salon de 1767, especially in the work of landscape and marine
painter Joseph Vemet (1714-1789). Michael Fried explains it as not
simply being able to see a landscape through the artist's eyes but
"also to visualize his presence at the scene, a very different thing"
(Fried 1980 21-22). The Fujifilm commercial takes this idea one step
further by giving the spectator virtual access to the image, a ploy
that illustrates the sensory impact of 3-D representation upon the
body, the ad's play on the Aristotelian principle of sensation being
a "qualitative alteration," a point Biemoff makes in her argument
that perceiving and sensing is all about being materially altered,
something Aristotle implicitly recognized. But the men's sense of
wonder derives not only from the dissolubility of the living room
and the 3-D image, but from their realization that the ad's diegesis
is frozen in time and that they are the only things imbued with life.
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Fig. 2 Frame grab from Fujifilm's FinePix 3D W3 camera commercial showing the
stasis of the 3D world. A water bubble floats in the frame, frozen in time.

The Fujifilm ad could serve as a poster child for recent
research on perception in cognitive science, which medievalist Jill
Stevenson argues "has profoundly influenced conceptualizations of
embodiment and...challenged the Cartesian mind/body separation
— a postmedieval mpture — by replacing the dualistic person with
an inherently embodied mind whose reasoning processes are shaped
by the body" (Stevenson 2010 20). 3-D is felt in the Fujifilm ad as
opposed to being seen, illustrated in the shot when one of the men
touches the frozen water bubbles (Fig. 2). The haptic qualify of the
shot is a direct nod to 4-D cinema, where somatic intrusions from the
auditorium (often in the form of water, bubbles or other dissolvable
matter falling from above the spectator's heads) ramp up the reality
effect and collapse boundaries between filmic image and viewing space
(see Marks 2000). Regarding the permeability of the screen, Michael
Camille calls the dismptive logic of visual arts from the medieval
period ''holes of representation, pockets of pictorial narrative" that he
argues detract attention away from the verbal hierarchy of illustrated
manuscripts (Camille 1985 138, emphasis added). The representational
hole conjures up the image of 3-D objects pushing through the 2-D
screen toward the space of the spectator; it also renders the movie
screen a permeable, tactile membrane, explored by video artists and
theorized by Guiliana Bmno (Bmno 2013). This image of the leaky
screen is literalized in the 4-D Niagara Falls film Niagara's Fury: The
Creation of the Falls, where spectators wearing the same brightly
colored protective ponchos they don on the tour boat Maid of the Mist,
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are doused with water that seems to come out of the screen toward
them as they stand in the domed viewing space.
But 4-D cinema has a fascinating history beyond its obvious
antecedents in the midway exhibit and funfair thrill ride. For example,
the fourteenth-century castle of Hesdin immersed spectators in a space
filled with automata uncannily similar to a contemporary Universal
Studio thrill ride or 4-D museum or tourist site movie. According to
a mid nineteenth-century account, upon entering a gallery visitors
encountered "a machine for wetting ladies when they step on it,
and a mirror in which one sees many deceptions.... and an 'engine'
which, when its knobs are touched, strikes in the face of those who
are underneath and covers them with black or white." Two wooden
figures also spoke to those who dared enter, a hermit and a "personage
of wood that appears above the bench in the middle of the gallery and
fools people and speaks by tricks" (Camille 1989 248).
Another way of addressing the complexity of meanings
circulating in the FinePix 3-D ad is by recourse to medieval visual
theory, since the ad vividly illustrates the idea of the physical effect
of 3-D images upon the spectator, a Franciscan notion of sight (both
ordinary and miraculous) as a form of physical interaction. Sight and
the other senses are intricately bound in this ad; rather than simply
see the effects of 3-D photography from the comfort of the armchair,
the men are sensorially immersed in them. 3-D is sold in this ad as a
participatory andphysically transformative experience. Sight provokes
physical change, taking the men out of one diegetic space and time
and into another. This perfectly illustrates the Aristotelian principle of
seeing as feeling, "a physical 'touch,' a sensation of pleasure and pain,
an emotion 'expressed in matter"' (Aristotle 1984 cited in Biemoff
2002 97). Devotional texts and spiritual exercises from the Middle
Ages invited a similarly participatory encounter, inviting spectators to
respond ritually to narratives of Jesus' life (Hodapp 1999 251).
Medieval spectators were also invited to project themselves
into the image, not unlike our Fujifilm FinePix men, since sight in the
Middle Ages, as Cynthia Hahn argues, signified access to the divine,
although other "acts of faith," including prayer, touch, and bodily
prostration, seemed to raise the likelihood of a divine vision (Hahn
2000 170 181). John Dagenias calls this an ethics of reading (by ethics
he means practices) in which the text actualizes behavior on the part
of the reader, absorbing them into its ethical system and stimulating
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its own reenactment (Dagenias 1994 21 cited in Tumer and Tumer
1995 180). Devotional viewing practices from the Middle Ages and
contemporary 3-D marketing like the Fujifilm ad share this sense of
in-betweeness that can be triggered by an individual's physical and
mental acts or mere presence, a religious space like a cathedral (in the
case of medieval art), or by the liminal quality of 3-D's heightened
sense of presence (in the case of cinema). The famous Abbot Suger of
St. Denis in France described the disorienting sensation of this neitherhere-nor-there sensation, a condition our two men^ in the Fujifilm ad
seem to experience as they bring the sofa with them on their joumey
into their friend's New York City photographs:
I see myself dwelling, as it were, in some strange
region of the universe which neither exists entirely
in the slime of the earth nor entirely in the purity
of Heaven; and that by the Grace of God, I can be
transported from this inferior to that higher world in
an anagogical manner (Suger in Panovsky 1970 149).
Rapturous religious experiences and 3-D are linked by their shared
liminality and immanence, a dissolution of space and mental
boundaries separating the earthly from the unearthly.
Medieval Objects: 3-D as Adornment
The idea of adomment to enhance the viewing experience
provides another means of forging a connection between medieval
image making and contemporary 3-D cinema. 3-D as adomment, as
an enhanced viewing experience, is a distinct marketing trope of 3-D.
Adomment, defined as something that "beautifies," as in an object
wom to "embellish, enhance, or distinguish," is a useful metaphor for
understanding the differences between standard format film releases
and their "adomed" 3-D counterparts (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Adomment). In the Middle Ages, gold and precious gems were used
not only to adom artistic objects but valued for their protective and
healing powers, as in wearing a ring to ward off evil or illness (gold,
crystals and copper still have this association) (Leopardi 2012 and
2011). These objects included vibrant sculptures, which, as Bynum
Walker argues, used the jewels to announce their power (Bynum
2011 20). Material that could be added to objects, such as parchment,
gold leaf, brocade, leather, and vermilion paint, adomed religious
objects and not only made them visually attractive, but also induced a
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prescribed response and supported doctrinal principles (Bynum 2011
22). On a very basic level, both 3-D cinema and adorned medieval
art induce scnsorially enhanced modes of spectatorship, through
envisioning depth, immersion, and movement out of the frame in
the case of cinema, and "bringing to life" in the case of devotion
artwork or books of hours (private prayer books) which open to reveal
spectacular interiors or trigger ritualized practices of faith.

Fig. 3 Passion altar from Cloister Ihlow, Flemish, Antwerp, ca. 1510-15 showing the
altar in open form. The gilded crucifixion in the center provides a three-dimensional
visual spectacle. Photo Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum, Landesgalerie, Hannover.

A powerful example of 3-D as adornment can be found in
the Ihlower winged altar from the Cistercian cloister in St. Lambert's
Church, Aurich, in Frisia, showing the famous Mass of St. Gregory
depicting (see Bynum 2011 66) (Fig. 3). Completed between 1510 and
1515, and representing both the mass of St. Gregory, in which a vision
of Christ appeared to Pope Gregory at the moment of consecration,
and the Passion, the altarpiece can be viewed either open or closed. In
its closed state, the altarpiece consists of five vertical painted panels:
the two center ones depict the mass, although the crucifixion painted in
the center is eclipsed by the decorative border that hides Christ's body,
revealing only his outstretched arms. Directly above the crucifixion
are two smaller panels: on the right, an image of the Man of Sorrows,

and to the left, an angel holding the Veil of Veronica. When opened,
the altar reveals a series of different sized "death in the round" scenes
of the Passion, framed by omate gold leaf and offering a "more tactile,
material scene" that glorifies Christ's death in the "most immortal of
substances, gold" (Bynum 2011 67).
The Ihlower altarpiece takes the spectator through many
of the same stages as the Fujifilm FinePix 3-D camera ad. Even its
content, St. Gregory's vision, is phenomenologically tied to cinema,
since a vision (like a projected moving image) is phantasmagorical
rather than material. But, as Bynum notes, the fact that no-one in
the central panel representing St. Gregory's vision can actually see
Christ's vision undermines its role in authenticating the phenomena
of visionary experience, and yet the missing body of Christ from the
closed panel implicitly draws the viewer into the image and what lies
beyond or beneath. But rather than eclipse the vision, one could argue
that the outer panel hints at the complex ontology of visions suggesting
that what lies beneath the folded panels is not only more materially
complex, but is the missing referent for St. Gregory's vision (Christ's
Passion). Viewers might have understood that the altarpiece's ability
to transform when opened up on special religious days was the reason
why they could not see Christ's body on the cross; the missing body
was a vital clue of the altarpiece's transformativity (Bynum 2011 67).
Inside the opened doors, the exquisite depth of the carved vignettes in
the Passion tableaux (including people standing in front of one another
and the folds in their clothing), the representation of the stages of the
cross, and the striking contrast to the adjacent painted panels combine
to celebrate the inner parts of the altarpiece as a hypersensual and
embodied viewing experience. Biemoff casts the sensation of viewing
such objects as a melding of matter, the inanimate objects becoming
a part of the sentient viewing subject: "when we perceive something,
that thing in a very real way becomes part of us: the essence of the
thing is drawn forth from the object...and impregnates the receptive
matter of our sense organs and mind" (Biemoff 2002 72 cited in
Stevenson 2010 26).
But what else about the 3-D qualities of this altarpiece sheds
light on our understanding of 3-D cinema? The opening up of the
hinged side panels that takes us from a 2-D to a 3-D experience suggests
the longevity of visual practices that play precisely on the sensory
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and haptic pleasure of adding depth to an image. Another example
can be seen in a late thirteenth/early fourteenth century devotional
object of a Virgin Mary housed at New York's Metropohtan Museum
of Art, which, when opened, reveals the Trinify inside, although the
dove and cmcified body are no longer attached (Fig. 4 & 5). Bynum
points out that the idea of Mary as a container is doubly signified in
this statue, since she is both a tabemacle housing Jesus and a space
where consecrated hosts are sometimes stored (Bynum 2011 86-7).
The statue of Mary opens and closes just like a winged altarpiece,
thus animating the statue, since the nursing Mary in the closed version
gives no hint, save for the vertical line mnning from her neck to her
feet, that something else lies within (given that opening Mary statues
were not uncommon during the Middle Ages, spectators may have
suspected something). There is a fascinating play between body and
object in this statue. As Mary opens up to reveal God, the animation
prepares us for the interior 3-D splendor of God seated holding onto
a cross. Mary's body gives the sculpture additional depth and the
smaller scenes to the right and left play up differences in somatic
representation between the flat images painted on the inside of her
hinged gown and God's more three-dimensional body. The pleasure
and no small sense of wonder in seeing God hidden in Mary's body
surely has corollaries in pop-up story books, philosophical toys, 3-D
cinema, and—especially—digital media environments, where what
you initially see is not what you get until you click and enter into
something entirely different.

Fig. 4 Devotional object from late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century
showing in closed form a nursing Virgin
Mary. The Metropolitan Museum ofArt,
gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917. Image
copyright The Metropolitan Museum of
Art. Image source: Art Resource, NY.

Fig. 5 Devotional object of Virgin Mary, ca. 1300
in open position revealing the Trinity. A three
dimensional representation of God is housed inside
a three dimensional Virgin Mary, who becomes a
literal vessel. Image copyright The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Image source: Art Resource, NY.

And cinema performs a similar perceptual game with 3-D
effects, using them to shore up the somaticized nature of the viewing
experience, as when we raise our hands to protect our face from virtual
objects flying out of the screen. A more spiritual rendition of the space
annealing powers of 3-D can be seen in Avatar (James Cameron,
2009) when Tree Sprites, seeds from the Tree of Souls that represent
Eywa, float out into the space of the theater and cover Jake Sully, the
film's hero. And in the "I See the Light" duet sung by Rapunzel and
Flynn Rider in Disney's Tangled (Nathan Greno and Byron Howard,
2010), thousands of lanterns float up into the air and out of the screen
toward the spectator.
III. Arm Reliquaries, Touch, and the Senses
The sensation of touch is an indelible part of 3-D cinema and
medieval objects (Boyle 1998 7). Touching, especially feeling one's
way around in the dark, was part of the lived experience of most
medieval people who in winter had to perfomi many daily functions
in little to no light. Living in what Constance Classen calls a "tactile
cosmology," medieval society engaged in all manner of communal
touching in private as well as public spaces such as baths (Classen
2012 11 & xiii). In less prosaic contexts, reaching out and touching
images that seem to come alive and enter the viewing space in 3-D
cinema betrays an ancient belief in the significance of the hands.
The hand of God was capable of "speaking," a gesture echoed in
the touching gesture of the Creator in Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel
fresco, and, as Marjorie O'Rourke Boyle argues, in the idea of hands
as the "organ of organs." Hands, Boyle explains, "substituted for
other bodily parts: for the eyes in the groping of the blind, for the
tongue in the signs of the mute" (Boyle 1998 24). Advertisements for
3-D Imax technology often show spectators seated in steeply raked
auditoriums with their hands in front of their faces or reaching out in
front of them, and it is not uncommon to see spectators attempt to touch
objects when watching an especially thrilling 3-D sequence (Fig. 6).
These gestures, bizarre even in the context of a movie theater, were
thought to signify mental instability, at least for Dutch Renaissance
humanist Desiderius, and "odd gestures—like waving the hands—
in front of the face or grabbing the air" had, since the Hippocratic
writings, "been observed as symptoms of disease or even of death"
(Erasmus 1703-06 1040 cited in Boyle 1998 24; Hippocrates 1839-61
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cited in Boyle 1998 24). That the visual content of certain images can
trigger such an embodied response is intriguing, a phenomenon taken
up by researchers in the field of neuroesthetics, who are interested in
understanding why "beholders might find themselves automatically
simulating the emotional expression, the movement or even the
implied movement within the representation" (Freedberg & Gállese
2007 197).
David Freedberg and Vittorio Gallese's theory of empathetic
responses to works of art is not only helpful for explaining the gestural
behavior of 3-D cinema spectators, but helps situate both medieval
image consumption and 3-D film within a long history of haptic images
that provoke such responses. Their account of empathetic response
can help explain why spectators might reach out their hands to touch
objects they know are not really there. According to Freedberg and
Gállese, empathetic response is not "purely introspective, intuitive
or metaphysical but has a precise and definable material basis in
the brain." In their words, "when we see two objects touching each
other, our somatosensory cortices are activated as if our body were
subject to tactile simulation" (Freedberg & Gállese 2007 199 & 201).
A spectator reaching out to touch the image when watching 3-D films
is thus a good example of matching motor representation of witnessed
actions, since the spectator acts upon the feeling by actually reaching
for the imaginary object.
The sensation of objects coming out of the screen or artwork
toward us, in a gesture Bynum sees as both affirming the "thingness"
of the representation (often by drawing attention to its adomed state or
what it is made out of) as well as transcending it through reference to the
spiritual, is nowhere more keenly felt than in reliquary-monstrances,
"receptacles that reveal through crystal windows or disks the cloth
or body fragment within" (Bynum 2011 70). And certain kinds of
reliquaries, those that mimicked the shape of the body part contained
within—called "speaking reliquaries" by German historians—are
the most interesting for the purposes of this investigation, especially
arm reliquaries, which for obvious reasons, share a connection to the
outstretched arms in Imax ads (Fig. 7). Along with other veristic bodypart art works, such as AD 1-800 Peruvian head vessels, that Jeffrey
Quilter argues serve as "technologies of enchantment by momentarily
convincing viewers that they are looking at a living person," the hyperreal arm reliquary is also invested with social agency, performing
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different roles depending on the context of their display (Quilter 2007
138). Reliquaries belong to categories of religious objects that appeal
directly to spectators' emotions, and that exploit the rhetorical power
of visual images to move the viewer to piety. Reliquaries, Christ's
Passion, and the Veronica-cloth are excellent examples of devotional
images that invited responses grounded in epistemological principles
of faith from the Middle Ages (see Scribner 1989 448-69).

Fig. 6 "Inside an IMAX Theater" publicity material showing
spectators with hands out in iïont of them as a shark penetrates
the screen1into
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thespace
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Reliquaries, like motion pictures, are indexical,** insofar
as they contain traces of bodies that once existed but now appear
in partial or trace form only (see Hahn 2010 284-316; Hahn 2012;
Bynum 2011 131-76; Bagnoli et al. 2010). The reliquary, sometimes,
but not always, resembles the body part it contains, although ann and
foot reliquaries, as Cynthia Hahn and Anton Legner explain, do not
always contain what they signify. Both the reliquary and cinema play
on the idea of the signifier standing in for the missing body (a bone
fragment for the bodily saint; a star's close-up for the flesh and blood
actor). Many reliquaries contain a crystal window through which
the relic, often a tiny shard of bone or bodily matter such as dried
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blood, can be viewed. Cinema is metaphorically like the speaking arm
reliquary because it too trades on a similarly uncanny relationship
to the missing referent and transcends the absent "whole" body
through a heightening of presence and, it may be argued, an uncanny
relationship to the real through this sensation of doubling, something
Leslie Stem refers to as "the instability and fragility of presence, the
discontinuity of the body" (Stem 1998; Freud 1919). The reliquary
and the cinematic image both stand in for absent bodies, although the
materiality of the relic itself arguably evokes a more powerful sense of
the uncanny than the chimerical motion picture. According to Bynum,
this is the only way that the transient body can be made "permanent
and transcendent" (Bynum 2011 70 & 79; see Bazin, 1967).
Like cinema, the reliquary does not represent full presence but
effectively points to or "indicate[s] the real and the present because it
gives evidence of one-time contact or somehow maintains an adjacency
to that which it represents" (Hahn 2011 13). Dismemberment and
body resemblance have an unsettling effect on the spectator in both
cinema and the body part reliquary, imbuing both with something
of a supematural quality, something not lost on Russian literary
powerhouse Maxim Gorky upon first viewing cinema in 1896 (Gorky
1896). This sense of a missing referent and luring of the spectator
closer to the represented is, as Hahn argues, "complexly 'metaphorical'
and 'relational'" (Hahn 2011 14). The arm reliquary's uncanny lifelike
quality, its realistic scale and sheathing of the arm in gilded silver,
remind us of its materiality and of the unsettling knowledge that beyond
the trace of the body seen through the crystal viewing window, bodily
matter may also be present in other parts of the arm. Let us remember
too, that a saint's body was not a lifeless corpse but as Classen reminds
us, a supematural force that "had the power to grant good health, good
fortune, and a good end—all through the medium of a touch" (Classen
2012 40). Hahn's argument about the relic calling upon the viewer to
"complete the imaginative 'whole'" through inviting a response and
interaction, seems as apt a description of cinema as of the reliquary,
although the 'whole' in cinema relates more to identification within a
fictional diegesis than the theological meanings triggered by looking,
or, more often, touching a relic" (Hahn 2011 15).
The fragmentation of the human body binds cinema to the
reliquary in interesting ways, since in both, the body is cut up, the part
standing for the whole, and there's an invitation to touch. This is vividly
illustrated in one of the earliest reliquaries ever made in the form of
a body-part, the arm reliquary of St. Basil from the treasury of Essen
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Cathedral, Germany, created in the eleventh century and supposedly
containing the relic of Basil of Caesarea. The liturgical glove covering
the arm that indicates the saint's episcopal rank is gathered in layers
on the forearm, providing a striking contrast to the textured grain of
the metal hand, which gives it a wrinkled appearance. The hand, with
fingers pointing upwards in a relaxed gesture, begs to be picked up and
touched, and not surprisingly, this is precisely how it was used, as a
ritual object to perform blessings and offer healing.

Fig. 7 Hyper-real French Arm reliquary, fifteenth century,
representing the right arm of St. Fiacre performing a blessing.
Wear on the arm suggests the active use of this reliquary.
Silver, silver-gilt, glass, and rock crystal cabochons over wood
core. Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917. Image copyright The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Image source: Art Resource, NY.

The fifteenth century silver and silver-gilt arm of St. Fiacre
performing a blessing (index and middle finger pointing while other
fingers lay flat down) owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
exhibited in the "Objects of Desire" exhibition at Hunter College
Art Gallery is another striking example of the speaking reliquary
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(Fig. 7). According to Maggie A. Norville, one of the exhibition's
curators, not only were such objects used to make the sign of the cross
during ceremonies, but they were also used to reach out and touch
the faithful during a religious service or special day, as St. Fiacre
himself did when he was alive. Bom in Ireland toward the end of the
sixth century, St. Fiacre was a renowned healer and "wonder-worker"
who developed a large following by laying his hands on the afflicted
and curing all manner of ailments. The arm reliquary in this instance
is more than a metaphor for embalmment (André Bazin's famous
evocation of cinema) but an object that reanimates St. Fiacre's powers
of healing (Bazin 1967 9-16). As Norville explains: "The Divine
worked through St. Fiacre's body to perform miracles of healing and
blessing during his life, and so through this reliquary and the relics
housed within, the saint continues his wonder-working, laying on his
right hand and calling upon the power of Heaven" (Norville 2011 36).
The arm reliquary's revivification, its movement toward members
of the congregants who would kiss its fingers, evokes the sensation
of objects moving out of the screen into the viewing space in 3-D
cinema. Dead yet alive, earthly yet transcendent, the effect of the arm
reliquary moving in space above the heads of the congregants must
have been spectacular, to say the least. Moreover, the visual effect of
the priest holding this dismembered limb that becomes his own third
arm during the blessing elevates the experience to near mystical (even
supernatural) proportions, as it appears that the arm of the dead saint
is suspended in an interstitial space where it is neither dead nor alive.
It is also an example of what art historian Liliana Leopoldi, referring
to the use and conception of ornament in fifteenth century Italy, calls
a "rupture with the mundane that is a vital part of any successful
performative ritual," an evocative description of the reason we go to
the cinema if ever there was one (Leopardi 2011 256).
The idea of a dismembered arm that looks very much like an
animated reliquary is playfully explored in Gaumont's macabre short
The Thieving Hand (1908) directed by J. Stuart Blackton, in which
an amputee is fitted with an artificial arm in a prosthetics shop. The
wind-up arm has a kleptomaniacal mind of it own, filching objects
from passersby and causing its new owner much embarrassment.
Exasperated, the man pawns the arm in order to be free of the
nightmarish limb. Placed in the pawnbroker's display window, the arm
continues its antics, landing the amputee in jail in the final scene when
he rejects the arm for a second time and it attaches itself to an armless
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convict, a recipient nonplussed by its criminal proclivities (possibly its
original owner). If not illustrative of the 3-D effect. The Thieving Hand
nevertheless shores up the phantasmatic excesses of the dismembered
arm, which, like the head, seems invested with agency. This trick film
leverages some of its meaning from the medieval reliquary, where the
fantasy of revivification always threatens to dismpt the arm's pious
stasis.
Conclusion: Enduring 3-D Pleasures
Despite encroachment from home 3-D television receivers, 3-D Imax
on a giant screen comes closest to how we might imagine medieval
men and women felt when they entered cathedrals, gazed upon or
interacted with omate devotional objects, or came into contact with
a reliquary. And if religious faith seems like an unlikely concept
to evoke in discussions of contemporary 3-D cinema, a 2012 Imax
advertising campaign underscores the connection. The $5 million
campaign replaced the "Experience it in Imax" tagline with the more
epistemological or metaphysical "Imax is believing" (a riff on "seeing
is believing"). New York Times advertising columnist Stuart Elliott
argued that this shift was about "urging people to watch an Imax largeformat movie for emotional rather than rational reasons" (Elliot 2012).
Medieval visual theory's idea of sight as a trigger for faith is imported
wholesale into this re-branding campaign: "Prepare to Believe. Watch
a movie orbe part of one.. .IMAX has nothing to do with seeing a movie
and everything to do with believing in one" (http://imaxisbelieving.
com/). The "Imax is Believing" promotional video consists of Imax
spectators testifying to the reality effect of Imax cinema—they are
interviewed in movie theater lobbies, presumably to underscore the
veracity and spontaneity of their response—and rhapsodize about
the immersive qualities of the film (several refer to "the edge of their
seats" quality of the experience). Cinema's indexicality plays no small
part in this, although sound is equally important in heightening the
illusionism.
The resonances I have identified across medieval art and 3-D
cinema in this essay are less about the hyper-real—complicated in the
case of 3-D where actors often resemble cardboard cut-outs, appearing
flat instead of fleshy—than about the power of images to affect us in
memorable, spiritual, disquieting, or discombobulating ways. And if
the actual responses of historical viewers to the rich visual culture of
the Middle Ages are elusive, informing contexts such as patronage,
word-image relationships, prohibitions against looking, visions, and
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reliquaries shed light on the behavior of beholders and their interaction
with visual culture. Finding connections across these disparate art
forms has been an exercise in not simply identifying how threedimensionality was inscribed in different art objects and visual styles,
but thinking about "response" in a more expansive way, as Freedberg
suggests, not only about what beholders do and how they respond to
the world in represented form, but also "what images appear to do...
and what [beholders] expect imaged form to achieve, and why they
have such expectations at all" (Freedberg 1991 xxii).
In our image saturated twenty-first century, 3-D protocols
can take us out of the mundane and into the realm of the pseudospiritual. 3-D images may not be as codified in terms of the ritualized
practices associated with medieval altarpicces, devotional objects, or
reliquaries, but they nevertheless are capable of triggering states of
reverie, sublimity, or existential musings on our place in the universe,
sensations that bind us emotionally to our medieval ancestors, even
if their investments were devoutly Christian. Their faith in the power
of images to come alive, drive away demons, perform miracles, or
serve as a conduit for the Holy Spirit, is clearly not the same kind of
"faith" that is touted in Imax's "Believing" campaign. But it is not that
different. Irrespective of their associated belief systems, 3-D objects
across both eras trigger recognition of the sensory superlativeness of
the 3-D image. And given that looking is never isomorphic with seeing
(the former culturally determined, the latter biological), medieval
visual images complicate the adage that what you see is what you
get. In fact, what most unites medieval image theory with today's 3-D
Imax releases is an obdurate belief in the visual and sensory logic
of 3-D as sensual, refiexive, and spiritual. Even royalty are getting
in on the act, with Queen Elizabeth II delivering her 2012 televised
Christmas Day message to British and Commonwealth subjects for the
first time in 3-D.'° This might be considered another example of 3-D
as adornment, evidence of Buckingham Palace being hip to the imageenhanced times. But as I have shown here, there is a much longer,
more complex history of 3-D being used to adorn the spectatorial
experience, to fianction as an additive, a sweetener if you like, that
coats the eye and the senses, not always pleasing everyone, but calling
attention nevertheless to the representation as exceeding expectations
and delivering more rather than less.

Notes
' My thanks to William Boddy, Maggie Henenfeld, my research
assistant June Julotai, Liliana Leopoldi, and Kristen Whissel for
assistance with this essay.
^ The Motion Picture Association of American reported that 47 3-D
movies were released in 2011, but box office receipts were down
18%. See. See http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and science/
science/201 l/09/who_killed_3d.single.html for a discussion of the
challenges facing 3-D cinema in the wake of blockbusters such
as Avatar, Alice in Wonderland, How to Train Your Dragon, Shrek
Forever After, and Toy-Story 3.
^ Sean Cubitt calls Méliès the "first master of the cinematic third
dimension" as a result of his layering of space in many of his films
(Cubitt 2005 43).
" Methodologically, this essay shares an affinity with a media
archaeology that examines relations between media across time
(see Hollander 1991; Huhtamo and Parikka 2011; Zielinski 2008;
Kittler 2010; Gitelman 2004; Marks 2010; Ndalianis 2005; Griffiths
2008) while taking inspiration from David Freedberg's seminal The
Power of Images (Freedberg 1991). Within medieval visual studies,
I am indebted to the work of Susannah Biemoff, Michael Camille,
Cynthia Hahn, Jeffrey Hamburger, David Morgan, Catherine Bynum
Walker, Pamela Sheingom, and Jill Stevenson, who not only establish
connections between the pre-and post-modem, but have helped make
medieval visual studies an innovative and theoretically groundbreaking interdisciplinary field (Gertsman and Stevenson 2012 1-10).
Tracing the longue durée of 3-D as a way of representing the world,
this essay also builds upon Mieke Bal's idea of a work of art's pre-text,
its deep informing context as opposed to its "immediate...and visual
milieu" (Bal 1991 189 in Emmerson 1999 250). This essay resonates
most with Laura Mark's book, in which she argues that Islamic art and
philosophy are deep sources of our contemporary information culture
and new media art. Marks traces a broad continuity that is "more than
analogy ...[since] the Islamic quality of modem and new media art is
also a latent, or deeply enfolded, historical inheritance from Islamic
art and thought" (Marks 2010 1 & 5).
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' I take methodological inspiration here from Mitchell's interest in
looking at "the varieties of animation or vitality that are attributed
to images, the agency, motivation, autonomy, aura, fecundity, or
other symptoms that make pictures into 'vital signs,' by which I
mean not merely signsybr living things, but signs as living things"
(Mitchell 2005 6).
*This is not to suggest that 2-D film cannot induce a similarly "bodied
similarity between actors and audience," as Jill Stevenson points
out in her discussion of Mel Gibson's extensive use of close-ups
and slow motion in The Passion of the Christ (Mel Gibson, 2006).
(Stevenson 2006 207).
^ The ad is viewable on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GYemEEGXC78
* The inscription of gender within contemporary media technology
ads, especially those for 3-D, high-definition platforms, and
information devices, which associate enhanced vision with men,
contrast with the power of the visual in the Middle Ages, when, as
Camille argues in Images on the Edge, women were linked to the
"dangers of excess" and "artifices of representation" (Camille Gothic
Idol 117). As othered groups, women and children were perceived
to be especially vulnerable to the power of the image, and pregnant
women were in a category all their own, both at risk for causing harm
to their unborn child if they looked at the wrong kinds of images, and
themselves visual objects of anxiety and contempt (St. Jerome, for
example, referred to a pregnant woman as a "revolting spectacle").
The protmding shape of a pregnant woman's belly transforms the body
into a (temporary) visual effect that skirts the edges of the monstrous
and the grotesque. Menstruation - the menstmal eye as a source of
infection, a symptom of "the inherently unstable, leaky, and therefore
dangerous female body," was but one manifestation of paradoxical
ideas about the eye, "penetrating but apt to be penetrated." Indeed,
a menstmating woman's eye, capable of projecting a red strain on a
reflective surface such as a mirror, shares qualities with the motion
picture projector. Biemoff argues that by the fifteenth century, the
idea of ocular menstmation was fairly widespread, "based on the
principle that the eyes, as especially porous organs, receive any
overflow of accumulated menses" (Biemoff 2002 52).
'Although I am aware that indexicalify as a concept is troubled by the
digital - D.N. Rodowick's argument that "indexicality is no longer the

measure of truth of the image. The figurai énonce is virtual; it does
not necessarily derive from any prior existence" sums up the objection
- the index is still relevant in medieval visual theory, and arguably a
viable concept for explaining ways of seeing, irrespective of its mode of
production (Rodowick 1990 24 cited in Mulvey 2000 140).
'"See http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/articles/418208/20121225/queen3d-christmas-message-olympics-jubilee-buckingham.htm accessed
12/27/12.
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